In this study we aim to explore the utility as sources for the building history and archeology of the Özi fortress complex of a little-used corpus of Ottoman archival materials from the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which we provisionally refer to as “new-style building registers.” We sample the earliest period for which such registers are extant for Özi as a test case for their wider applicability and as a starting point for a more thorough building history of this complex. In addition, we begin to assess the potential of these materials for the study of Ottoman building technology and terminology.

HISTORICAL SETTING

Before embarking on our evaluation of the “new-style building registers,” we offer an overview of the historical context in which successive stages of the fortification of the site of Özi took place. The once-formidable complex of castles and, eventually, fortresses¹ at Özi (Ukrainian: Ochakiv; also Polish: Oczaków; Russian: Ochakov) in present-day Ukraine was for two centuries of its three-century-long existence a massive and vital link in a chain of strongholds guarding the Ottoman frontier against the incursions of hostile neighbors around the northern rim of the Black Sea and beyond—from the Danube to the Sea of Azov and into the Caucasus (fig. 1). From west to east the most significant castles/fortresses in this chain were: Ibra’īl (Brăila), Iṣaqq (Isaccea), Ismā’īl (Izmajl), Tulča (Tulcea), and Kīlī (Kilija) in or near the Danube delta; Bender (Bendery) on the Dniester and Aqkerman (Bilhorod-Dnistrovs’kyj) at the river mouth; Özi on the Dnieper; Or (Perekop) at the isthmus of the Crimean peninsula and Kefe (Feodosija) on the south Crimean coast; Kerš (Kerch) at the mouth of the Sea of Azov, Yeniqal’e (Jenikale, today within the northeastern city limits of Kerch) on the eastern salient of the Crimean peninsula, and Taman across the straits through which the Sea of Azov debouches into the Black Sea; and, finally, Azaq (Azov) where the Don River debouches into the Sea of Azov. Aside from acting to maintain local order and safety on the northern steppe frontier, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the strongholds defended the Ottoman Black Sea and its shores from the depredations of the Cossacks and potential attack from their then generally less aggressive suzerains—Poland-Lithuania to the northwest and Muscovy to the northeast; finally, in the eighteenth century, they stood against the ever more southward-expanding Russian Empire. The Danubian castles/fortresses to the west of the river delta, such as Vidin and Belgrade, constituted the defense line against the Habsburg Empire, while important sites far up the great rivers of the Black Sea basin, such as Hotin (Khotyn) on the Dniester and Yaş (Iaşi) on a tributary of the Prut, and others such as Anapa on the Black Sea coast to the southwest of Taman, also at times played a crucial part in the defense of the Ottoman realm. From the sixteenth century until their final loss to the armies of Catherine the Great after the war of 1787–92 and the Treaty of Yaş that concluded it, these fortifications were the man-made expression of a frontier on which the Ottoman heartland was already protected in some degree by sea and steppe.

Fortifications are one of the most enduring signs of empire. The northern Black Sea strongholds are today in various states of preservation, but of the fortress complex at Özi little remains. Looking out from the shore, the visitor is overwhelmed by the watery expanses of the wide Dnieper estuary and the Black Sea (fig. 2); behind and high above, the vast steppe that extends to the north towers on sandstone bluffs. Hot in summer, the climate in winter could be so frigid that the locals described it, according to the Ottoman traveler Evliya Çelebi, who visited the area in 1657, as “a hellish cold” (soguq-i cehennem). Evliya claimed that
Fig. 1. The Black Sea Region in the early eighteenth century.
the cold prevented vegetables and any fruit apart from melons from growing there and added that “no tree stands upright in these desert lands”; this last gave rise to a saying among the people, “I will destroy you in the Özi steppe” (Seni Özü qırında yitireyim).²

In the first half-century after their capture of Constantinople in 1453, the Ottomans were swift in moving to gain control of the Black Sea and its Anatolian and Rumelian shores. On the northern frontier, from the Danube to the Caucasus, the key castles they captured or built at the junction of sea, steppe, and often river, along with their control of polities subject to their suzerainty—Moldavia, and especially the Tatar and Muslim Crimean Khanate—allowed them to maintain a high degree of security in the immediate Black Sea region, what could then be properly referred to as an “Ottoman Lake.” The chain of fortifications rimming the Black Sea, in combination with control of the steppe provided by the Crimean Tatars, meant that until modern times there was little threat of either power to the north mounting a serious challenge to Ottoman dominion over the area. The rich natural resources and commercial potential of the Black Sea region—both land and water—provided Istanbul with a hinterland that played a major role in the strength and prosperity of the entire empire and fostered Ottoman ability to expand on other fronts.³

The first fortification at Özi was constructed in the 1490s by the Crimean Khan, Mengli Gerey, and its main purpose appears to have been to permit the Tatars to establish a foothold on the right (west) bank of the Dnieper River, land that had been subject to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, in the early fifteenth century still holder of a large swath of territory between the Baltic and Black seas. Then known to the Tatars and Ottomans as Cankerman, it gained additional strategic importance by its usefulness for guarding and controlling the long and deep crossing of the mouth of the Dnieper, used by merchants and diplomats alike, and especially by Tatar armies and raiding parties on the way to the steppes of Aqkerman and to Moldavia, Podolia, and beyond. The building history of Özi during the first two centuries of its existence (especially the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries) is still murky and will be addressed by us on another occasion. It seems that through most of the sixteenth century, however, it was a lone isolated castle atop the bluff overlooking the right bank of the Dnieper just upriver from its confluence with the sea. In 1528 the Ottomans took Cankerman over from the Crimean Khanate, eventually making it the seat of an epony-
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Fig. 2a. The Dnieper River estuary. (Fragment from Ukrajina. Ohljadova mapa. 1:1,000,000 [Kiev: Mapa, 1998])

Fig. 2b. The Dnieper River mouth. (Satellite image taken by EarthSat, printed courtesy of TerraServer.com)
the archeology and construction history of the Black Sea fortress of Özi

Mournous province (sancag) also referred to as Özi. It was then that Ukrainian Cossacks and other subjects of the Commonwealth increased raiding activity both by land and water in the vicinity. Interlopers were nevertheless a nuisance of only local importance until the second half of the century, when the Cossacks gradually extended their range, developing a formidable naval capability thanks to their maneuverable but seaworthy longboats known as chajkas (Ott. şayqa). With these the Ukrainian (mostly the Zaporozhian) Cossacks raided with greater and greater regularity and ferocity, first the northern shores of the Black Sea, then Rumelia, and eventually, from the 1610s onward, Anatolia and even the Bosphorus. From the direction of the Sea of Azov came Russian Don Cossacks who often cooperated with the Zaporozhians. No Ottoman cities, towns, or villages on or near the Black Sea were immune to sudden Cossack strikes and devastation. Özi became second to none as the most strategic node of Ottoman defense against the Ukrainian Cossacks and needed to be expanded and strengthened, not only to help guard the mouth of the Dnieper and interdict Cossack passage through the wide “Özi Mouth” or even the “Özi Straits” (Özi Bogazı, as Ottoman sources call it), but to protect itself from sudden sack.

By the end of the 1620s, with the construction of two castles added onto the original castle (which, it seems, had itself been upgraded since it was first built), all adjoining one another in a line, the fortifications of Özi reached all the way down to the Dnieper shore. Added first was a castle at the riverside, intended to withstand Cossack naval assault and to fire cannons at passing chajkas; this was called the New Castle (Qal’e-i Cedit), while the original bluff-top castle became known as the Old Castle (Qal’e-i Atiq). In 1627–28, Hasan Pasha, Grand Admiral of the Ottoman fleet, built a small palanka connecting the Old and the New castles, named the New Palanka or New Palanka of Hasan Pasha (Palanka-i Cedit, Palanka-i Hasan Paşa). We will refer to the Old Castle as the Upper Castle, the New Palanka as the Middle Castle, and the New Castle as the Lower Castle; these three connected castles amounted to one large structure, which we will refer to as the Main Castle of the Özi complex (shown in the innermost part of the plan in fig. 3). In the same decade Hasan Pasha built a small satellite castle known as the Fort of Hasan Pasha (Qal’e-i Hasan Paşa) downriver from the Main Castle, closer still to the point where the Dnieper enters the Black Sea but, more important, at a site closest to Qılburun (“Hair Spit,” today Kinburn’ska Kosa, directly across the rivermouth—see figs. 1 and 2) where, with another existing fort—which Hasan Pasha was at least involved in repairing or upgrading—the Ottomans hoped to hinder Cossack passage by cannon shot.

Within the modern town of Ochakiv, there is virtually nothing of these fortifications today other than a few remnants of earth-covered ramparts (the rampart is the main body of a fortress, comprising bastions and the walls, or curtains, connecting them; see figs. 4 and 5) that may be seen here and there. The best-preserved section lies in the vicinity of the Ochakiv Military-Historical Museum, originally an eighteenth-century Ottoman mosque; even closer to the museum a section of a ditch is also evident. Another discernible feature is a network of cavities within the town and under both built and unbuilt areas: these have been revealed in many places where the ground has collapsed, at times even swallowing buildings into them. The exact function of these cavities is not clear without further investigation, but they may have been mining tunnels or galleries for communication.

Owing to a number of factors, such as vagaries of archival access, lack of funding, and predisposition
on the part of historians or archeologists to study the antiquity of this region rather than the Turco-Tatar period, the fortresses of the northern Black Sea have not yet been the object of study as an integrated defense system in the context of their own time; moreover, to our knowledge none has been surveyed using modern techniques.

For most of its existence the northern Black Sea frontier was a defensive line par excellence. It provided a contrast with the Ottoman frontier with the Habsburgs: in the Balkans and Hungary, it was the Habsburgs who were thrown on the defensive for the century and a half from the 1520s; on the northern Black Sea, from the late sixteenth century, it was the Ottomans. The character of military activity was rather different in the two regions: in the Balkans and Hungary, the Ottomans were matched by armies employing broadly similar weapons and tactics—as they were in the northern Black Sea region during their struggle with the armies of the Russian Empire in the eighteenth century—but before this, the asymmetric, and formidable, character of the forces of their Cossack foe was disconcerting in the extreme and, what was worse, often proved difficult to answer. Although, as in the Balkans, many of what subsequently became highly fortified Ottoman strongholds rested on foundations that predated the confrontation between them and their neighbors to west and north, the Ottomans were aware that the Black Sea steppe was not a region they either needed or wanted to occupy. Accordingly, they established their defensive line on this frontier with circumspection, enhancing existing castles and raising new ones where they deemed them essential, and responding to signs of trouble from the north rather than actively seeking military adventure in the sparsely peopled and alien zones where they reckoned establishing a permanent presence to be beyond their capacity or not worth the effort.

THE NEW-STYLE OTTOMAN BUILDING REGISTERS

The Ottoman archives in Istanbul preserve a corpus of materials relating to the building and repair of infrastructure such as roads, bridges, and fortresses. The documentation that must be relied upon to piece together the early construction and reconstruction of these structures is far from consistent. Following a period of bureaucratic reorganization from the late seventeenth century, the progress of such works from inception to completion was recorded in dedicated registers of the Central Financial Department (Mâliyye). Prior to the appearance of these registers, explicit information on construction was haphazardly distributed in the documentation, in single-sheet documents such as reports and orders, whose main purpose was organizational, as well as in registers aimed primarily at controlling finances, specifically designation and disbursement of monies. Financial oversight was often exercised by means of expenditure books (masraf defterleri) and account books (muhâsebe defterleri). While their itemization of costs (construction materials and/or labor types) makes these valuable sources on construction, they typically give little or no explicit, descriptive information about circumstances relating to the activity that was being financed. In contrast to the “static” lists of data in these sources, the new-style registers are replete with descriptive information relating to construction activity. They are given various qualifiers in the archival catalogues—insâ‘ât (“construction”), ta‘mîrât (“repairs”), kesf (“appraisal”), kesf ve ta‘mîrât (“appraisal and repairs”)—but there is no evidence of any well-defined criteria having determined cataloguers’ preference for one designation over another. (Only some of the registers contain a formal title page; in such cases the above appellations are the most common.)

Lack of rigor is not the only or even the main reason for the variety of labels assigned by archivists to these sources. As these voluminous and complicated defters vary in content and structure, and tend to defy rigorous classification, their origin, function, and diplomatics remain in need of systematic investigation. Nonetheless, it is possible to propose the following working definition (or perhaps working description) of the new-style registers: while their contents may include sections that differ little from the quantitative lists of the prior era, predominant in them is a composition involving, in any given section, (1) headings; (2) copies or summaries of petitions, reports, memoranda, and orders; and often (3) quantitative entries indicating, with various degrees of specificity, the amounts and costs of the material and human aggregates of a construction project. Almost invariably these three elements are arranged in a broad column occupying the main body of the page, with an additional narrow column of text on the outside margin of the page and often with patches of text above and below the main column. Element 2 typically comprises the major part of these compositions, while element
The new-style registers provide in intricate detail information on such matters as the location and dimensions of works to be undertaken and damage to be repaired; the stages and forms of construction or reconstruction works; the amount, sources, and costs of the materials to be used in the works; the sources and costs of transportation of these materials; the sources and costs of labor needed to carry out the works in question; and a step-by-step record of the administrative procedures involved in undertaking the works. At this stage, we eschew wrangling with the question of the degree to which the designations inşâ‘ât, ta‘mirât, and kesf applied to different categories of defters, and refer to the new-style defters as characterized herein simply as “building registers.”

We note that after the bureaucratic reorganization that led to the production of these building registers, defters with predominantly quantitative data, of financial or inventory nature, continued to be produced in significant numbers.

Trying to understand the documents that were the everyday working medium of the Ottoman bureaucracy some hundreds of years after they were written is challenging. We must assume that the individuals involved—in the case of Özi, the fortress warden (muhafız) and his officials and experts on the ground, and the supervisors and bureaucrats in Istanbul, of whom few can ever have been to the site—were able to understand one another, but what they wrote can be confusing to the modern reader. Although the descriptions of construction works deemed necessary or actually in progress at Özi are detailed, they often defy easy interpretation and frequently seem contradictory. This is in part due to our uncertainty about the terminology of military architecture used by Ottoman military engineers and bureaucrats, which did not necessarily correspond directly with that employed by their European counterparts—or even, perhaps, with the terminology employed elsewhere in the empire. A characteristic of the building registers, as of many types of Ottoman bureaucratic register, is that they are geographically undifferentiated: thus, within a few consecutive pages or even on one page the researcher may find reference to building works at fortresses—or indeed other structures—situated at opposite ends of the empire; the frequently rough chronology according to which the material is arranged also militates against easy comprehension of their contents and makes it hard to follow in the correct order the steps taken in organizing and executing any particular phase of construction. Owing to the seemingly chaotic order in which the registers were bound and to the often—to the modern scholar—elliptical fashion in which specific locations of repairs are referred to, it is sometimes impossible to be certain that works were in fact carried out soon after they were recommended, or indeed carried out at all, except where internal evidence supplies us with clues as to what was done. Other classes of Ottoman registers and documents enhance and illuminate the information found in the building registers, however, and we are thereby afforded a more comprehensive record of the tenacious Ottoman response to intense Russian attack on the northern Black Sea frontier, and a unique opportunity to study its fortresses through the various stages of their development. Until Özi became the focus of Russian attention during the early eighteenth century, there is little documentation in languages other than Ottoman concerning this remote site. For the rest of the eighteenth century, however, our preliminary investigations indicate that pictorial sources (plans and drawings of the fortresses) and both documentary and narrative sources (including descriptions such as an enemy power would have been at pains to procure) in Russian, French, and German (the last two the languages of the Russian officer class in the eighteenth century) will yield further essential data.

An early attempt to describe archival sources pertaining to the history of Ottoman architecture was made in 1951–52 by Muzaffer Erdoğan, who gave brief summaries of the contents of a number of the building and other construction-related registers. This documentation has since provoked rather little interest, and considerations of its possible worth in telling the story of the Ottoman Black Sea rim—or of any other system of Ottoman frontier fortresses—has barely been acknowledged in the literature. An exception to the general neglect of this material for the history of the fortresses of the northern Black Sea is Nejat Göyünç’s brief study of the recruitment of labor and the procurement of materials for the construction of the stronghold of Acu (Acuve), on the eastern shore of the Sea of Azov, north of the mouth of the Kuban River, in 1697, following the capture of Azaq by Peter the Great the previous year.

The new-style building registers are an important raison d’être for this study. To expand on the objectives stated in the preamble, in addition to furthering our knowledge of Ottoman military construction, and for that matter of architecture and frontier defense.
infrastructure,\textsuperscript{17} we also hope to begin the process of establishing a glossary of the terms employed in Ottoman military architecture in order to facilitate comparison of the development of Ottoman fortresses with the better-studied fortresses of their foes to the west and north.\textsuperscript{18, 19} This is more ambitious than it sounds given the patchiness and often contradictory nature of the materials relating to the history of Özi before about 1700, the problems inherent in the building registers thereafter, and the paucity of attention given this type of register thus far. We therefore limit ourselves in this paper to an overview of the building history of the fortress complex for a limited period and for now leave aside questions of decision-making, organization of labor and materials, and their costs—topics on which, we stress, data in the building registers are no less abundant.

**OTTOMAN MILITARY ARCHITECTURE AND OTTOMAN ARCHEOLOGY**

As with any building, a good place to start research is on site: perhaps the most fascinating and productive implications of these archival materials lie in the realm of archeology. When we embarked on this project some years ago, we saw the wealth of archival information on Özi as a complement to the archeological work under the direction of Dr. Svitlana Biliaieva of the Institute of Archeology of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, work then ongoing at various sites within the Özi fortress complex in the modern town of Ochakiv. When we visited in 1998 it became clear in discussions with Dr. Biliaieva and her team that the documentary material in Istanbul could help them to localize the structures they unearthed, and also suggest where they might dig in order to establish successive stages in the development of the Özi fortifications. Conversely, the small finds from the excavations would help us to better visualize life on this inhospitable and dangerous frontier.\textsuperscript{20}

Two projects within the borders of modern Turkey serve to illustrate the usefulness of documentary evidence in reconstructing the material past when invasive archeology is difficult owing to bureaucratic restrictions and financial or temporal limitations, or is unfeasible or undesirable for other reasons. The first of these projects concerns the mosque complex built in 1456 at Kırkkavak, near Üzünköprü in Thrace, by the Ottoman conqueror of the Morea, the marcher-lord Gazi Turhan Beg,\textsuperscript{21} who together with his son "Ömer Beg and his grandson Hasan Beg left an extraordinary legacy in stone—more than fifty-five structures built to serve the public weal, such as mosques, bathhouses and bridges—further west, in Thessaly. The existence of Gazi Turhan’s foundation at Kırkkavak was known from its endowment deed (\textit{vaqfiyye}) as well as from the land and population surveys (\textit{tahır defterleri}) of the area where it is located; only his tomb and mosque still stand to any height, however, and the site of further buildings of the complex was only revealed by an on-site electronic survey using a resistivity meter that exposed the precise position of a \textit{medrese}, a \textit{mekteb}, and an \textit{‘imaret} or \textit{hân}. In addition, significant amounts of pottery fragments and other small finds were discovered by walking the survey area.

A second project is more ambitious. Survey of the paired Ottoman fortresses of Seddülbahir and Kumkale, which stand in ruins on either side of the mouth of the Dardanelles, was begun in 1997 and completed in 2002.\textsuperscript{22} These fortifications were built in 1657 by Turhan Sultan, mother of the ruling sultan Mehmed IV, to enhance Ottoman defenses against Venetian naval incursions during the Ottoman-Venetian war for possession of the Mediterranean island of Crete (1645–69). They continued to protect Istanbul from foreign naval attack as late as the First World War, when they were successfully used by the Ottoman military as part of the defense of their capital in the Gallipoli campaign of 1915. One of the purposes of the survey was to establish the building and repair chronology of the fortresses through detailed study of the existing remains in conjunction with documentary evidence. Analysis of both these types of evidence is enabling the research team to understand how the structures evolved over time to meet contemporary challenges such as improvements in military technology, and will also facilitate future preservation and restoration efforts.

The case of Özi is similar in intent to that of Seddülbahir and Kumkale, but the balance of the available evidence is somewhat different. As noted, virtually nothing remains above ground at Özi (though significant below-ground archeological finds are possible even if access to them is somewhat hampered by buildings of the present-day town of Ochakiv); by contrast with the Dardanelles fortresses, however, the archival record for Özi is many times more extensive. One reason for this is that the period of maximum building activity was later at Özi than at the Dardanelles—in the eighteenth rather than the seventeenth century—
which in itself allows for the survival of more documentation, not to mention the innovations in record-keeping mentioned above. A second reason is that the Ottoman struggle to defend the northern Black Sea frontier against the Russian Empire at that time was decidedly more intense than were efforts to defend the Dardanelles once the threat from Venetian naval activity—at its greatest during the Cretan war—had been countered. Indeed, what repairs and improvements to Turhan Sultan’s fortresses did take place thereafter have been attributed by the survey team to the frequent earthquakes in the area rather than to enemy threat. The first appearance of the Russian fleet in the Aegean in 1770 apparently so surprised the Ottomans that they had no chance to undertake extensive upgrading of the fortresses, while subsequent French assistance seems to have brought little change in the form of the fortresses before the British-instigated efforts of the later nineteenth century. By contrast, that the Ottomans rebuilt Özi in anticipation of and after each Russian attack for almost a century illustrates the sustained effort required to protect their heartland from invasion from the north and their determination to maintain their dominion over the northern Black Sea region.

Lacking funding and opportunity, our potentially fruitful interdisciplinary cooperation with Dr. Biliaieva has so far not been realized. We came to understand, however, that although collaboration with archaeologists was certainly a desideratum, reassessment of the documents demonstrated that these had the potential to reveal aspects of the building history of Özi that archeology could not. Where traditional archeology can permit retrieval of the ground plan of a built structure from which an elevation may be derived—or successive ground plans and elevations as chronological snapshots of the changing form of a structure—the Ottoman building registers can afford us a more nuanced understanding of exactly which parts of any structure were built or repaired at which precise date, and of the reasons for any specific phase of building activity and the problems encountered in carrying it out. Unlike the case of the Dardanelles, then, Ottoman archival materials, rather than archeological surveys, provide the major resource for our hypothetical reconstruction of the layout and evolution of the Özi fortress complex: we might refer to this approach to recreating the past as “virtual archeology.”23 In this connection, our sources provide data in the form of references to specific building materials (types of stone, brick, wood, binding medium) as well as relative locations of constituent parts of the fortresses and their dimensions.

THE CONCEPTUAL DEBATE

Looking beyond the Ottoman archeological projects discussed above to the wider community of archeologists and historians—and, indeed, others such as anthropologists and specialists in art and architecture concerned with issues of material culture—we find vigorous argument in some quarters against the use of documents as a tool in archeology. For instance, some medieval archeologists fear that documentary evidence may predispose them to tailor their findings to a framework that is inappropriate and could result in poor interpretation of the evidence they retrieve. This, they argue, is particularly risky for the archeology of the medieval period when written evidence is meager and “history” largely a matter of conjecture and inference from the few available documents. Where there exist documents contemporary with the site being excavated or surveyed, the significance of what archeologists uncover is typically interpreted according to an agenda derived from “documentary” history rather than according to the established criteria of the discipline of archeology employed by those working in pre-documentary periods. This, some say, subverts their analysis and may produce results that are misleading and even erroneous. Practitioners of “document-based” history, they insist, should not assert the primacy of their evidence over that of archeologists—evidence that, once properly analyzed, offers an equally valid record of the past.24

A new generation of archeologists heaps further criticism on their profession at large for the traditional emphasis on the lives of the rulers at the expense of the ruled, which has typically been exemplified in concentration on the architecture of the palaces and temples of past civilizations rather than on the less glamorous artifacts that enable us to understand the everyday life of “the people.” They propose that only by giving priority to the latter can “the silent masses speak”25 and reprimand those who would persist in the old ways: this is the argument set out in a recent monograph on Islamic archeology,26 a rubric that might be deemed to include Ottoman archeology.

Or not? Even as the use of documentary evidence together with, or as a substitute for, archeological evidence in understanding particular aspects of the Otto-
The Ottoman period in Hungary ended when the frontier was rolled back during the war of 1683–99, with the capture by the Habsburgs of fortifications that had been in Ottoman hands for some 150 years. Thirteen of the more than forty papers in the volume on the archeology of Ottoman Hungary address concerns similar to our own—the hypothetical reconstruction of the form of military structures that have partially or completely disappeared. Archeological investigation has been carried out at most of the sites studied, and excavation findings are analyzed in conjunction with documentary as well as narrative materials: the Ottoman archival material utilized in the case of the Hungarian fortifications is typically garrison pay registers and land and population surveys (taḥrīr defterleri), with ubiquitous and usually uncritical reliance on Evliya Çelebi’s descriptions of individual sites. Given the present state of scholarship, the written and visual record—both Ottoman and non-Ottoman—for these fortifications in the seventeenth century appears to be richer than that for the northern Black Sea frontier in the same period. On the other hand, we must recall that the building registers belong to a time after the Ottomans had been forced out of Hungary, and while we may lack such abundant material as our Hungarian colleagues possess for the seventeenth century, this is made up for in the eighteenth.

The authors of the eleven papers in a volume on the historical archeology of the Ottoman Empire, of which Baram is coeditor with Lynda Carroll, seem to have internalized both the concerns of medieval archeologists that documentary evidence may vitiate the traditions of their discipline and the strictures of the new wave in Islamic archeology, for they write for the most part of the material finds associated with the ruled rather than the rulers, and only two resort to Ottoman archival documents to assist in their hypothetical re-creation of the past. In their introduction to the volume Baram and Carroll are polemical: however, they criticize the notion that historical archeology is typically nothing more than “archeological research of periods in which documents exist,” while at the same time asserting the complementarity of the archeological and archival records. This collection is the first one dedicated to Ottoman archeology, and it may be anticipated that it will set the
agenda for future endeavor. It contains only two studies of major architectural remains, however— one on dendrochronology and the other on lighting in mosques—and it must be hoped that this orientation will not detract from the efforts of those who give primacy to fortresses, palaces, and other imposing material remains of the past.

In our ongoing study of the Özi fortress complex we use the term “historical archeology” in the European sense as defined by Laszlovszky and Rasson. Furthermore, we contend that the study of past civilizations or even lone frontier fortresses through archival documents—of their major buildings as much as the quotidian material associated with them—need not be a naive or futile exercise. This is especially true when the results to be expected from archeological research are still modest, given the limited resources currently available to pursue such activity and also the fact that, in the present case, the Özi fortresses no longer exist. This makes analysis of the documentary evidence all the more important in the study of the Özi fortifications: until more architectural evidence is gathered, the study of whatever other archeological finds may come up, such as the clay pipes much favored by Ottoman garrison soldiers, must, perforce, take second place, though not in terms of setting agendas or deciding the relative “importance” of information or subject matters. After all, fruitful research derives from successful conceptualization of a research program rather than from reliance on one sort of evidence at the expense of another, and those dismissively referred to as persisting in “cataloguing, classifying, collecting, and recording” should recognize as much as those currently claiming the intellectual high ground that the challenge of recovering the past lies in analysis and interpretation of all evidence, with all the means at our disposal. The study of Ottoman fortresses amply lends itself to this end, for alongside the elites, thousands of the “silent” masses were connected with these huge structures—the engineers and toilers who constructed them, the troops who garrisoned them, and the civilian populations who lived in and around them; a study of the architecture in which and in relation to which these men and women lived is an essential step in understanding their lives. As to our research program relating to Özi, until a significant and pertinent volume of archeological evidence comes to the fore, we rely on the written documents in a virtual archeological endeavor—without, of course, ignoring or discounting the importance of whatever hard archeological data there may be. However, once more architectural finds are made (thanks to the evidence of the documents, the acumen of the archeologist, or some combination of these), a fuller historical and archeological approach to our subject matter will be imperative.

THE GEOPOLITICAL AND STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF ÖZI IN THE FACE OF THE EXPANDING RUSSIAN EMPIRE

There were two great ages in the history of Özi. The first was the era of Cossack ascendancy in the Black Sea from the 1590s through the middle of the seventeenth century, when a single castle—or even one on each side of the mouth of the Dnieper—no longer sufficed, and a major complex comprising several castles completed by the 1620s became the main bulwark in Ottoman attempts to hinder the Ukrainian Cossacks as they passed to and fro by their wide lower-Dnieper highway during their sea campaigns. The second age was the eighteenth century when, in response to the ever-increasing threat from the newly constituted Russian Empire, the Ottomans strove to maintain their Black Sea “preserve” by modernizing and building anew the Özi complex and other northern Black Sea castles—a period when the outcome of the struggle between these powers was by no means decided. As this article is concerned with introducing the possibilities offered by the new-style building registers, we here limit our purview of the building history of the complex to the beginning of the time span covered by these registers, that is, the early part of Özi’s second great age. We here provide a sample of the copious material relating to construction works at the Özi fortress complex with the facsimile, transcription, and translation of a memorandum on a major period of upgrading of its fabric deemed essential in 1710 by the warden of the time, Isma’îl Pasha, as well as with facsimiles and summaries of two additional documents from another building register covering 1706 and the turn of 1709 and 1710. In addition, we summarize an excerpt from an anonymous text in an Ottoman manuscript that may have drawn on a building register but is in any event more of a treatise on Ottoman Black Sea fortresses than a memorandum. Hereafter we intend to continue our study both by addressing Özi’s origins and development into a formidable early modern castle complex during its first, great, “Cossack,” age, and also with detailed assessment of later
phases in the construction and repair of the fortress complex at Özi later in the eighteenth century.

In the second half of the seventeenth century, that is, in the period between the two great ages of Özi, the anti-Cossack complex at the mouth of the Dnieper must have retained a significant degree of its strategic value. There is evidence that the Ottomans had reason to be wary of a resumption of the devastating Cossack raiding activity were the fortification and naval defenses of the sea to be eased. However, as in this period the energies of the Ukrainian Cossacks were diverted from the Black Sea to internal and international conflicts over the fate of Ukraine itself, inevitably the state of repair and readiness of the Özi complex declined; this is clear from the Ottoman building registers of the 1690s. Nevertheless, in the next century, once the polity known as the Hetmanate (1648–1783) fell under firmer control of the Russian Empire, the Ukrainian Cossacks again constituted a serious threat to Ottoman well-being in the region, though now almost exclusively from land rather than sea. In the many conflicts between the Russian and Ottoman empires, the experience in steppe and siege warfare, especially of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, would play an important role in Russian successes.

During the reign of Peter I (1682–1725), Russia for the first time acted in earnest to gain a foothold on the Black Sea. Habsburgs, Venetians, and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth joined together in a “Holy Alliance” against the Ottomans in 1684, following the failed siege of Vienna the previous year; in 1686 Russia also signed up, having demanded of Poland recognition of the 1667 annexation by Russia of left-bank Ukraine and Kiev as the price of participation. Each of the parties to the alliance attacked the Ottomans on a different front—Venice campaigned in the fringes of the western Balkans and in the Morea, the Habsburgs in the Danube basin, and the Commonwealth in right-bank Ukraine; Russia’s task was to prevent the Tatars from assisting the Ottoman imperial army, as was their customary assignment, and after making the necessary preparations, the Russian commander, Prince Vasilij Golitsyn, set off the following spring against the Crimean Khanate. In June, while he and his army were within some 150 km of the Crimean peninsula, the Tatar Khan burned the steppe, denying him food and fodder and forcing him to retire with huge losses. Undaunted, Golitsyn mounted another campaign in 1689 but again met with overwhelming logistic problems in the unfamiliar terrain; despite being harassed by Tatar detachments as they marched through the steppe, he and his army managed to reach the isthmus of the Crimean peninsula at Or. This was the first occasion on which the Russian imperial army saw the Black Sea, but Golitsyn could not advance further into the peninsula and returned home defeated, again with great loss in men and matériel. Memories of Golitsyn’s defeats in the steppe and wariness of the Tatars soon caused Russian military men to look elsewhere to satisfy their ambition. After the seizure in 1696 of Azaq by Peter’s armies on his second attempt—he had failed to capture it the previous year—they turned their attention westward to prosecute what became known as the Great Northern War.

Russia was not party to the Treaty of Karlowitz of 1699, which brought to an end sixteen years of war between the Ottomans and Austria and her allies Venice and the Commonwealth, but agreed to peace terms with the Ottomans in Istanbul the following year. Özi came to prominence for the first time in many years following the defeat by Peter of his nemesis Charles XII of Sweden and the Cossack Hetman Ivan Mazepa at the battle of Poltava in 1709, after which they sought refuge in the fortress; about this Peter could do little. He was again at war with the sultan in 1710, and the theater this time was the Prut River, where he suffered a defeat at Ottoman hands the following year.

The Ottomans displayed an unbending determination to hold on to their Black Sea defense line and mounted a formidable effort that delayed Russian naval access to the warm waters of the Black Sea and beyond. Any dreams entertained in Moscow and later St. Petersburg of gaining a permanent foothold on the northern Black Sea shores, where there were few natural deep harbors, gradually took shape in the years after the Prut engagement. Already in the seventeenth century the Muscovite diplomat Afanasij Ordin-Nashchokin had proposed such a southward push as a strategic goal, but it was well into the eighteenth century before it became policy. In 1765 Peter Rumjantsev, one of Catherine the Great’s most successful military commanders, wrote that the Black Sea coastline must be the Ottoman-Russian frontier and the Crimea become part of the Russian Empire; he noted that there was no other practical way of “defending” Russia from the Ottomans.

Following the Ottoman victory on the Prut against Peter, the Ottoman and Russian Empires fought three major wars during the eighteenth century—from 1735 to 1739, 1768 to 1774, and 1787 to 1792. After Prut
both powers were engaged elsewhere, and the northern frontier was more or less peaceful. A clash threatened in the early 1720s in the Caucasus—considered by the Ottomans within their sphere of influence—when Russia assisted the rump Safavid state against its Afghan attackers, but diplomacy prevailed. Following the weakening of the Commonwealth as a result of the War of Polish Succession of 1733–35, Russia felt confident enough to declare war on the Ottomans in May 1735; Austria, allied with Russia, reluctantly joined the hostilities. In summer 1736 the Crimean capital at Bagčesaray (Bakhchysaraj) fell, and also the fort of Qılburun, at the extreme western end of the Crimean Khanate’s territory on the left bank of the Dnieper, opposite Özi. In July 1737, the Russian army under Burkhard Christof Münnich captured Özi itself, and managed to hold it despite a tenacious counterattack by an Ottoman and Tatar force in October of the same year. Peace talks of 1737–38 came to nothing owing, inter alia, to the Russian Empire’s extravagant claims to the Crimea, the Kuban steppe, and the Black Sea coast between the Danube and the Dnieper. In 1738 campaigning took place further west, and under the terms of the 1739 Treaty of Belgrade, Özi and all other strongholds and territories captured from the Ottomans during the war were returned. Russia refused, however, to return Azaq—won again from the Ottomans in 1733—which, under the terms of the treaty, was to be razed. Once a Russian army had shown that it could break through the northern Black Sea defense line, however, the Ottomans’ worst fears were realized: they could no longer primarily depend on a physical barrier—be it the chain of fortresses or expanses of steppe—to protect Istanbul and the heartland; they became, in effect, reliant on the benign neglect of this frontier occasioned by the periodic struggles between their imperial rivals to north and west.

The Ottoman northern frontier was again quiet during the middle years of the eighteenth century, but in 1768 Sultan Mustafa III declared war against the empire of Catherine the Great, citing violation of Ottoman interests and interference in the sovereignty of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Fighting was concentrated in the Danube theater, where the Russians bested the Ottoman forces. In 1771 a Russian army invaded the Crimea and obtained the acquiescence of the Khan, Sahib Gerey (r. 1771–75), that this Ottoman vassal state henceforth be regarded as independent; an agreement to this effect was signed in 1772. Peace talks between Russia and the Ottomans
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41. The final act of the Ottoman-Russian struggle for possession and control of the northern Black Sea seaboard and steppe-lands was not long delayed. In 1783, following almost ten years during which the Khanate had been nominally independent, the Russian Empire annexed the Crimea, and in 1787 Sultan ‘Abdülhamid I declared war to regain the first Muslim territory to be lost to his empire. Austria again took part. In August of that year Ottoman naval bombardment of Russian-held Qılburun failed, while in June 1788 General Grigorij Potemkin’s army laid bloody siege to Özi; in December Potemkin was rewarded with victory. Thus ended some two and a half centuries of Ottoman presence in this section of the northern defense line. Thereafter fighting shifted west. In 1790 the Russians occupied Ottoman fortresses on the lower Danube, and their armies also engaged the Ottomans to the east, in the Kuban. Under the terms of the Treaty of Jassy, which concluded the war in 1792, the Ottoman-Russian border was set at the Dniester in the west and the Kuban River in the east; only the fortresses at the mouth of the Danube now remained—for a few years longer—to bear the burden of Ottoman defense against a triumphant Russia.


Fortifications such as those around the northern Black Sea were extremely costly to build and maintain because of their remoteness from materials and labor, and there was accordingly little incentive to anticipate developments in the technology and creativity of attackers before a potential threat became real.41 The Italians had been the first to respond to the challenge presented by siege artillery capable of wrecking the high, straight walls of the castles of medieval Europe with constant bombardment, and by the early sixteenth century they had invented the defensive fortress—a
low structure with thick, solid, earthen ramparts in which cannon balls might become embedded, but that they would be unlikely to breach. At the same time, the round towers of the Middle Ages evolved into bastions—projecting works with four sides set at an angle to one another (fig. 4), designed to work in concert to allow cross fire from the cannon housed within to fully cover the ground across which besiegers might make their assault. During the course of the century, a single or double line of defense gave way to “defense in depth,” by which the inner castle was protected by a series of fortified works (fig. 5), with extra detached outworks added for further security (fig. 4 shows only one type, the ravelin); the besieged thus gained the advantage over the besiegers, since the designers of artillery could not keep pace with the ingenuity of the designers of fortresses. The Dutch did not catch up with the Italians until around 1600 but added some innovations of their own, while the German and French styles were essentially imitative in conception. It was not until the mid-seventeenth century and the France of Louis XIV, that the science of fortress warfare advanced again.

To ensure that a fortification had the greatest chance of withstanding a siege, its rampart had to be “spacious and low-lying enough to provide a stable platform for artillery, and to evade or resist the blows of enemy shot”; there had to be “a ditch and a wall that were sufficiently formidable to deter escalade” (i.e., scaling of the walls); and the trace (i.e., ground plan) could leave no “dead ground” that might allow an enemy to reach the rampart unscathed. The two men most highly regarded for their contribution to the science of fortification in the second half of the seventeenth century were the Dutch military engineer Menno van Coehoorn (1641–1704) and the Frenchman Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban (1633–1707). Coehoorn’s contribution relied on powerful fire from batteries concealed within low works; he allowed ample space for the defenders to assemble and move to their positions; and, profiting from the high water table in the Netherlands, he deepened the defense with a series of alternately wet and dry ditches. Vauban established principles that were put into effect in the many fortresses he built for Louis XIV; however, his immense contribution to improving siege techniques, particularly his development of parallel and zigzag mining, outweighed his defensive innovations, which amounted to redesigning bastions to offer maximum protection to the fortress and also to limit the risk to its defend-

Fig. 4. Trace (ground plan) of a simple bastioned front. (From Duffy, Siege Warfare, vol. 1, 3; reprinted with permission)
ers by imposing obstacles between a breached bastion and the rest of the fortress.

During the sixteenth century Ottoman castles on the borders of the empire or along campaign routes were represented in the stylized miniature paintings illustrating texts recounting the glories of conquest; by the seventeenth century this practice had ceased, as the empire reached the limits of its expansion. There are therefore no such representations of Özi because, until the second half of the sixteenth century when the Cossacks gradually extended their operations beyond the northern seaboard of the Black Sea, this castle was a fortification of only local importance, albeit one that controlled a key river crossing. The earliest detailed pictorial representation of Özi we have so far located is an annotated ground plan—or trace—of the Main Fortress, dating from 1737. This appears to have been drawn around the time of Münnich’s successful siege, and its printed version is found in the memoirs of General Christof Hermann von Manstein. There is also a version of the trace annotated in Ottoman (fig. 6), which we assume to have been based on the Manstein version. This is of considerable interest; it is headed “Özi fortress as it was when besieged by Russian troops in 1150 [May 1737–April 1738],” and a drawing of this fortress with the repairs and additional fortification considered necessary according to current circumstances.” As indicated in the heading, this document in fact comprises two traces—one the Ottoman version of the “Manstein trace,” and the other a proposal for the upgrading of the fortifications of the Main Fortress. The latter may perhaps be dated to some time after the treaty of 1739 according to which Özi was returned to the Ottomans. The existence in Ottoman archives of fortress traces is known, but few examples have been published, and where published, they have not been adequately valued as documentary evidence.

We will return to fuller consideration of the Ottoman traces of the main Özi fortress at a future time; at the present stage of our study this document serves two main purposes. First, it elucidates the report of Evliya Çelebi, who on his visit in 1657 described the three separate, adjacent enclosures we have referred to as the Upper, Middle, and Lower Castles—indicated in the trace by the notations , , and , respectively. Secondly, the rampart shown surrounding the upgraded complex is that whose construction in the early years of the eighteenth century is described in the latter two of the three memoranda of wardens of the fortress complex we present below.

Fortification of the site of Özi was no simple undertaking, and the considerations mentioned above regarding a general disinclination to innovate were particularly relevant. The fortress complex was isolated, the steppe was lacking in trees and timber and sufficient quantities of good stone for building or dressing works, and labor had to be brought from far away—thus building works were all the more expensive. Taking into account the trying physical geography, the weak human base, and the dangers posed by the steppe inhabitants and Cossack and other interlopers from the north, the construction and maintenance at
this site of one of the largest Ottoman fortress complexes in the empire was an impressive achievement. If Evliya Çelebi’s mid-seventeenth-century description of the walls of the Main Castle of Özi indicates that they resembled the high stone walls of medieval Europe—contemporary Europe having ceased building such walls, for the most part, over a century earlier—it was because there was no need for them to be otherwise. As Cossack aggression against the Ottomans in the first half of the seventeenth century was mostly mounted by boats bearing only light field guns—mainly falconets—there was no risk that the old-style high, straight walls of Özi would be rendered obsolete by modern siege artillery; at that time neither Özi nor the other Black Sea fortresses required the type of fortifications employed by the West European states who were constantly besieging one another’s fortresses across the length and breadth of that continent. Their lack of modern siege artillery in the first half of the seventeenth century did not mean that the Cossacks were not a threat to Ottoman Black Sea strongholds, however, for on the coasts of Rumeli and Anatolia numerous Ottoman fortresses were overcome by their sea campaigns. Too little is known of the details of how cities such as Varna and Trabzon were repeatedly sacked by the Cossacks, but in at least some cases stealth and surprise along with adept scaling of walls may have been decisive. In addition, as was shown in their capture of Azaq in 1637, the Cossacks were quite formidable in sapping and mining. Although Özi was attacked by the Cossacks on at least several occasions that can be documented, it seems never to have fallen to them during this period. This may have been due to its large garrison and formidable fortress works—even if in the old style—or it may have been that Ottoman settlements on the Rumelian and Anatolian coasts provided richer pickings than this steppe frontier stronghold.

We have already pointed out that during the second half of the seventeenth century the threat from the north to Ottoman trade and territory receded as Ukrainian Cossack pressure eased. At that time the Cossacks were swept up in the evolving political relations among the Ottomans, Poland-Lithuania, and a more expansionist Muscovy, set in train by a massive Ukrainian uprising that began in 1648 and was led by
Bohdan Khmel’nyts’kyj, the Cossack Hetman who in 1654 brought his realm under the suzerainty of Muscovy. Eventually a new threat to Ottoman dominion over the Black Sea would emerge with the metamorphosis of Muscovy into the Russian Empire. Although Golitsyn’s campaigns across the steppe in 1687 and 1689 failed, that a Muscovite army could reach Or impressed the Ottoman authorities. The seizure of Azaq by Peter the Great in 1696, after he failed to take it the previous year, showed that Russia was emerging as a new and dangerous foe.

Golitsyn’s campaigns had been the first intimation that the Ottoman fortresses of the northern Black Sea littoral, and Özi in particular, might come under sustained attack by a well-equipped army: Peter’s first siege of Azaq made the danger all the more tangible. Perhaps because the Porte was aware of Peter’s intentions against Azaq, in 1695 a survey was conducted at Özi to ascertain needed repairs and construction to the complex, and some minor repairs were carried out. The Main Castle of Özi (comprising the Upper, Middle, and Lower castles) was described at this time as being 1,325 ğirâ (993.8 m) in circumference, with fifteen towers and six gates, and because earth was used in its construction it was in poor condition and considered inadequate to stand up to enemy attack; the surveyor accordingly recommended construction of three bastions (tâbya) to protect both the thin-walled castles and the varo, or suburbs, outside the walls. No detail is given of exactly where these bastions might be situated, but they would presumably be placed where it was estimated they could provide maximum fire cover. The walls of the stone (tas) fort of Qılburun, 230 ğirâ (172.5 m) in circumference and 12 ğirâ (9.0 m) high, needed to be repointed and raised in height by 2 arsun (1.5 m).

The fall of Azaq to Peter the Great in July 1696 suggested that Özi might be more vulnerable to Russian attack than the Ottoman authorities had been aware, or willing to admit. That autumn various construction materials were ordered, including stone and lime (the latter from Aqkerman), nails (from Wallachia), and wooden stakes (from Moldavia), and work got under way. Furthermore, four barrack blocks were to be built in the barbican (hisâr beçe) of the Upper Castle and in the interior side of its palisade for troops both local (yamaqs) and from the center (janissaries, cebeçis, cannoneers, and serdengeçdis). There is no reference here to the building of the three bastions recommended the previous year, but we may assume that the materials referred to were to be used in their construction. In Ramadan 1110 (March 1699) it was considered necessary to fortify Qılburun further because the Crimean Tatar Khan sent news that the wall of the fort facing the open sea had collapsed, and a bastion built there the previous year was destroyed and needed rebuilding; in addition, a new bastion was needed on the corner of the fort fronting the Dnieper. Knowledgeable people sent to survey the site thought one new bastion insufficient, and an imperial order was accordingly given for the construction of the four—one at each corner of the fort—that they deemed necessary. In 1694–95, it seems, the Ottomans had felt no need to fortify Qılburun with bastions, believing the Main Fortress at Özi strong enough to withstand attack from their northern neighbors, whether imperial Russian forces or their Cossack subjects. (From this period on we refer to the Main Castle and its constituent parts as the Main Fortress, since it seems to have been recently reinforced by three bastions; for various parts of the fortress, our sources continue to use the names of the three constituent castles for the sake of orientation.) Reference to bastions at Qılburun soon thereafter suggests, however, that the perceived threat there had increased. The program of building the four bastions at Qılburun began on 1 Muharram 1112 (June 18, 1700). The area (cirım) enclosed by each of these bastions was to be 40 sq. ğirâ (30.0 sq. m); only wooden material is mentioned—timber (kerâste) and earth-filled wattled hurdles (ct rîhtım). Parts of the fabric of Qılburun had deteriorated so much that a 1702 appraisal of needed repairs to the mosque within this fort indicates that it was in such a bad state that the five daily prayers could no longer be performed in it.

In Zâbde-i Vekâyî‘ät, the contemporary chronicle of the sometime imperial treasurer Defterdar Sarı Mehmed Pasha, there is a report that one of the Özi castles was struck by lightning in July 1702. Archival records show that lightning strikes were fairly common events that frequently necessitated rebuilding work on Ottoman fortresses. Sarı Mehmed Pasha’s text is remarkably close to that in the register detailing the subsequent repairs, suggesting that the register may have been his source. The lightning bolt hit the tower near the “small gate of the Old [i.e., Upper] Castle at Özi.” The gunpowder magazine was at this time built into the wall of this tower, and the structure was so damaged that a hole was left in the castle wall exposing the barrels of gunpowder inside. Seven houses in
the vicinity were also destroyed. In medieval Europe, gunpowder had typically been stored in towers of the main structure of a castle, but this risky practice had been abandoned in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in favor of freestanding magazines. The explosion at Özi nevertheless did not convince the authorities that a freestanding structure was required, for it was ordered that the repairs restore the depot to its former state (vaz‘i qadim). A wall of the Fort of Hasan Pasha was also found to be damaged by the lightning: the wall fronting onto the Dnieper had collapsed from end to end down to its foundation.

The peace of 1700 had required Russia to raze its strongholds on the lower Dnieper, between Özi and the lands of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, but the Ottomans were doubtless alarmed when another was built at Kam‘janyj Zaton in the Zaporozhia, and in 1705–10 a sustained program of repair and construction was undertaken at Özi. Each structure of the Özi Fortress complex—the Main Fortress, the Fort of Hasan Pasha, and Qılburun—was appraised and the go-ahead given for the necessary works. One was the renewal of the wattled screens (çit sipîleri) at the ramparts outside the Upper and Middle castles—a double row in front of the ditch to repel assault by besieging infantry, rows on top of the cannon bastions (top tâbûlar), and rows for musketeers in unspecified places. These screens were relatively fragile and deteriorated easily; typically they were repaired—at least in Western practice—only when a threat was imminent. Although these and some other repairs—such as the re-roofing of the ordnance depot at Qılburun and the reinforcing with additional earth and new stakes of an earth-supported palisade wall of Qılburun (dikme sarapıv dîvârmûn topraq dolması), which faced the water and had been damaged by waves—may seem relatively minor, they were essential to the security of the fortresses. In the early eighteenth century, as a first line of defense and to keep the cannon of besiegers, as well as their infantry, at a distance, at least some of the individual fortifications at Özi were surrounded by palisades of upright stakes supported by earth—or by double rows of stakes with earthen infills. These latter must have been sturdier than the wattled hurdles mentioned above; it is interesting that wattled screens are no longer mentioned in our sources for subsequent years, which suggests that their use may have been phased out. On the other hand, the functions of these two types of barrier may have differed, and our coverage may not be complete enough to rule out the further application of the çit sipîleri. In 1706 the incumbent warden of the Özi fortresses, Ibrahim Pasha, wrote a memorandum (qâ‘ıme) on the works he considered necessary there (fig. 7). His communication, entered in the building register in Istanbul in précis (hülasa) on 13 Dhu ‘l-Hijja 1117 (March 28, 1706), has the following points, which we paraphrase:

**IB.1** A stretch of soft rock (kesme topraq) from the inner face of the earthen ditch outside the barbicane of the Upper Castle—of dimensions 60 ‘ızrâ‘ (45 m) long and 25 ‘ızrâ‘ (18.8 m) high—has slid into this ditch and filled it. If it is necessary to provide this ditch with a revetment (taş dvâr, “stone wall”), 200 barges (tonbaz) of stone will suffice; if it is necessary to use timber checkboard frameworks (yatranç çatma), they should be of dimensions 7.5 x 7.5 ‘ızrâ‘ (5.6 x 5.6 m) and—since standard palisade-type stakes (sarapıv [also sarapıv]) are each 5 ‘ızrâ‘ (3.8 m) in length and unsuitable for this purpose—1,500 palisade-type stakes, each 15 ‘ızrâ‘ (11.2 m) in length and cut in half, as well as 30 qantâr (1,695 kg) of nails would be needed.

**IB.2** Though in the previous year the ditches were cleaned out, the past winter has been harsh, and the operation needs to be repeated; this is a difficult task for the local people of this frontier (serhâdd fugarâs) to undertake, and it is necessary that boats be sent to help them.

**IB.3** It is necessary to repair a stretch of wall—46 ‘ızrâ‘ long, 2.5 ‘ızrâ‘ wide, and 9 ‘ızrâ‘ high—to the right of the Qılburun Fortress gate and going as far as the supply tower (mühimmât qullesi), which has become ruined. (This passage mentions necessary materials—lime, stone, timber suitable for constructing scaffolding [iskelêk bir miqdâr kerêste]—and, interestingly, notes that the latter material will be purchased from Cossacks [qazaq tâ‘ifesi].)

**IB.4** The palisade of upright stakes (dikme sarapıv) and its filling (i.e., earth packed between parallel rows of stakes) located outside the Lower Castle and the palisade of the bastion of Hüseyin Pasha (this bastion was located on the east wall of the same castle) are on the verge of collapse; 700 oak trees suitable for fashioning palisades and 200 cerâhor (fortress repair and construction laborers) and 20 carpenters are needed to effect their repair.

**IB.5** For these castles, in the previous year (1116 [May 1704–April 1705]) a quantity of timber (kerêste) was ordered from Moldavia; some of it reached Özi, but the remainder was transported only as far as AqKerman. The voivode of Moldavia must be ordered to arrange for the transport of the remainder so that repairs can begin the current spring. (Among the various types of wood men-
Fig. 7a. Memorandum (qā'im) of İbrahim Pasha, registered in the defter on 13 Dhu 'l-Hijja 1117 (March 28, 1706). (BOA, MAD 4355.277)

Fig. 7b. Continuation of memorandum (qā'im) of İbrahim Pasha (verso of fig. 7a). (BOA, MAD 4355.278)
tioned are staves [sindere tahtası], nails for joining staves [sindere mismâr], rods of rectangular cross-section [çubuq, çubuq], 79 stakes [qazq], oak boards [meşe tahtası], large beams [balvan-i kebir], and stakes for planting upright [dikme sarampav].

IB.6 The bath (hammâm) built by the Grand Admiral Hasan Pasha when he constructed the Middle Castle (in the 1620s) was found to have been in a ruined state for over fifty years, and since the castle has no other bath, it needs to be repaired. 80 (In the words of Ibrâhîm Pasha, the rebuilding of the bathhouse would revitalize the “well-protected frontier” [serhadd-i mansûre] and “bring about the blessings of its population” for the sake of the sovereign.)

As can be seen from fig. 7, the summary of Ibrâhîm Pasha’s memorandum is surrounded by marginal notes that record further comments contained in fermâns (written orders by the sultan or a high official in the name of the sultan) issued in response to the points he raised. In addition, following the memorandum is an almost full-page section containing additional information from local experts (ehl-i vuqiyy) and proposals for a course of action by an unnamed high official at the Porte—possibly, we suggest, a ranking officer of the Bureau of Building Supervision (Binâ emînlî). 81 Similar sections following such memoranda are common in the building registers used in this study and can be seen in the other two documents presented here (figs. 8, 9). Their contents vary, however, and their diplomatics remain to be analyzed, but they seem to be summary copies of telhîses (memoranda by high officials intended for the sultan or another senior authority), or, more often, a combination of extracts from telhîses, drafts or copies of fermâns, and even teqkeres (brief memoranda of the Mâliyye issued to initiate or record a financial transaction).

Clearly the most vexatious task confronting Ibrâhîm Pasha was the maintenance of the ditch. From the additional texts that crowd the two pages where his memorandum is registered we learn that the entire ditch of the Main Fortress, which is estimated to be 2,500 zirâ‘ (1,875.0 m) long, was unrevetted and had to be cleared out every year; the previous winter had been so harsh that the collapse of the ditch allowed horsemen to pass across it. Experts on the scene (ehl-i vuqiyy) gave testimony that revetting the inner face of the ditch with one layer of stone (bir qat tas) would strengthen it so that it would require less maintenance. Moreover, a calculation was submitted by an unnamed official who processed the experts’ estimation of the money needed to finance the requisite number of barge loads (tonbaz), estimated at 1750, to carry enough stone to revet both faces of the entire ditch. The total surface area (termed cirm) 82 to be revetted, given that the ditch was approximately 2,500 zirâ‘ long and 7 zirâ‘ (5.2 m) deep, was estimated at 35,000 sq. zirâ‘ (19,500 sq. m). We stress that the figure for depth is an estimated average, 83 thus when specific parts of the ditch are discussed, different figures are provided (25 zirâ‘ in IB.1; 12 zirâ‘ in HA.1). Given the low value of this figure, there is also a possibility that only 7 zirâ‘ of the side of the ditch—presumably the bottom part—were revetted, and the true average depth of the ditch was slightly greater.

The building and maintenance of ditches was a difficult and wearisome task: leaving the earthen sides packed down and exposed was the cheapest option but, as we have seen, they tended to crumble into the ditch, which then failed to perform its defensive function; earth faced with stone needed less attention but was more expensive to build. Fifteen months later, the revetment of the inner side of the ditch was incomplete and the outer face, which was still exposed earth, was in such bad condition that the ditch needed digging out yet again; 84 despite Ibrâhîm Pasha’s hopes, the revetment work had still not been completed in Muharram 1121 (March 13–April 11, 1709), when it was recommended that a palisade (sarampav) be built outside the ditch. 85 We have not yet located evidence of precisely when this ditch was re-dug. (Its original construction is not referred to in the records of the upgrading of the Özi Main Castle in 1695, discussed above, but it was clearly in existence by 1705 and must therefore have been built between these two dates.)

The documents copied or summarized in the margins to Ibrâhîm Pasha’s memorandum are full of further complementary detail. For example, we learn of the fittings required for the restored bathhouse—a hot water cauldron (kazgen) weighing 80 vuqiyye (102 kg) 86 and three basins (qurna) with taps (lülê). However, only a few years later, in 1123 (February 1711–January 1712), it is recorded in another register that the rebuilt bathhouse was damaged by fire and rendered unusable and is to be repaired anew; again three new basins are mentioned, but now the number of taps needed—fifty—are specified. 87

Ibrâhîm Pasha was succeeded as warden at Özi by ‘Abdu’rrahman Pasha, followed in turn by Hasan Pasha, who wrote a memorandum on the continuing works there, and what remained to be done to ensure the
defence of Özi and the well-being of its garrison. Although the completion of the works had been scheduled for 1120 (March 1708–March 1709), a number of repairs to the Main Fortress were still outstanding at the end of December 1709 and the beginning of January 1710. Here we provide a facsimile of the text (fig. 8) and a paraphrase of the relevant points.

HA.1 A 50 ğirâ’ (37.5 m) stretch of the new stone masonry revetment of the ditch (kârğî hanîq ûşûq) of dimensions 600 ğirâ’ (450.0 m) long and 12 ğirâ’ (9.0 m) deep including its foundation (temel)—that is under construction has cracked and is leaning;

HA.2 Seven bastions upon the ditch of the fortress are incomplete and not high enough; stone masonry or timber framework (çatma halvan) needs to be added to increase their height by 3 or 4 ğirâ’ (2.2–3.0 m);

HA.3 The below-ground portion of a 200 ğirâ’ (150.0 m) stretch of the stone masonry revetment of the ditch built by former warden İbrahim Pasha is deficient in height and needs 4 or 5 more ğirâ’ (3.0–3.8 m) of stone masonry;

HA.4 A palisade (saranpav) of length 1,980 ğirâ’ (1,485.0 m) has been newly placed outside of the ditch from “river to river” (i.e., around the three landward sides of the Main Fortress), and beyond [the outer side of] the palisade a sun-dried brick (kerpiç) wall of 1 ğirâ’ (0.75 m) has also been built; however, earth has not yet been dumped onto the wall and the gap remains empty;

HA.5 The width of the ditch varies between 8, 10, 12, and 13 ğirâ’ (6.0–9.8 m) and needs re-digging to make it equal; it also needs cleaning out. Besides this, a stretch of the stone and mud revetment of dimensions 1,480 ğirâ’ (1,110.0 m) long and 12 ğirâ’ (9.0 m) high in some places and 8 ğirâ’ (6.0 m) in others, ordered this year to be built from “river to river” (i.e., around the three landward sides of the Main Fortress), has not yet been built;

HA.6 There are no embrasures (mazal) for the musketeers within the castle and these are needed; and since a new palisade is also being erected, up to 4,000 more palisade stakes (saranpavlaq; saranpavlaq agaî) are needed for these places in addition to the 1,500 left over from this year’s building works, and also for increasing the height of the bastions;

HA.7 After an appraisal (keşif) of places for building a new armory (çebekhâne) within the fortress, it is instead considered appropriate to repair two towers so as to make them suitable for storage of ordnance;

HA.8 Water for the people of the fortress comes from wells situated a quarter or a half or a whole hour away; it would be impossible to protect the water supply in an emergency, and a cistern that would fill up with winter rain is urgently needed; this should be built inside the ditch (derûni hanîq) at its two ends (i.e., where the ditch meets the river) and be 20 x 20 ğirâ’ (15.0 x 15.0 m) and as deep as it is possible to dig;

HA.9 84 rooms of dimensions 50 x 7 ğirâ’ each (37.5 m x 5.2 m) have been built within the fortress as barracks for the two battalions (órta) of janissaries, totaling 1,000 men, who are newly assigned to protect the Özi fortresses; the existing barracks are inadequate.

HA.10 The mud needed for the 200 ğirâ’ (150.0 m) stretch of the ditch wall and the stone masonry needed for the desired cisterns is not to be found in the fortress and needs to be brought here; the lime produced by the existing 11 lime pits in the fortress is insufficient, and more is needed.

Hasan Pasha was soon replaced as warden by İsmâ’il Pasha, whose recommendations concerning the Main Fortress were recorded at the central offices in Istanbul on 25 Dhu ‘l-Hijja 1121 (Feb. 26, 1710) (fig. 9). İsmâ’il Pasha’s memorandum is more detailed than Hasan Pasha’s, but since it was made only a few weeks later, it reveals a number of common concerns and, most significantly, that construction of seven bastions was underway at this time (IS.2, IS.6) and that, like designers of ramparts everywhere, those at Özi faced the tendency of the ditch revetments to collapse as earth was removed from the ditch and placed atop the rampart (IS.1). The physical characteristics of any site where ramparts were built affected their configuration, as did an informed assessment of the risks to which the fortress might be exposed; the preferences of individual military architects also influenced the decision. Just as the ground plans of bastions could vary according to differing opinions concerning the angles of the bastion walls that were most advantageous, ramparts also varied in profile; they might have single or double ditches, wet or dry; their earthen bulk could be revetted or half-revetted in either stone or stone masonry, or unrevetted altogether. Reading İsmâ’il Pasha’s recommendations as well as other building registers relating to Özi, one is struck by the degree of difficulty presented by building and maintaining revetted ditches. It seems that nature was most unforgiving of errors in design or construction; soil conditions and climate were such that, for example, a defectively built revetment could, within a season, require partial or total reconstruction (IS.1, IS.3, IS.5). Furthermore, achieving the perfect relationship between ditch and rampart was a highly skilled task, and, since it was hardly feasible to bring extra earth for the rampart
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Fig. 8a. Memorandum (qū‘ime) of Hasan Pasha, registered in the defter on 15 Dhu ‘l-Qa‘da 1121 (January 16, 1710). (BOA, MAD 4355.306)

Fig. 8b. Continuation of memorandum (qū‘ime) of Hasan Pasha. (BOA, MAD 4355.307)

Fig. 8a. Memorandum (qū‘ime) of Hasan Pasha, registered in the defter on 15 Dhu ‘l-Qa‘da 1121 (January 16, 1710). (BOA, MAD 4355.306)
Fig. 9b. Continuation of memorandum (qā'ime) of Isma‘il Pasha. (BOA, MAD 3822.137)

Fig. 9a. Memorandum (qā'ime) of Isma‘il Pasha, registered in the defter on 25 Dhu ‘l-Hijja 1121 (February 25, 1710). (BOA, MAD 3822.136)
from elsewhere, or to remove the extra earth from the ditch to another site, an important feature governing this relationship was that the earth dug out of the ditch was used to build up the rampart. Problems in constructing the one invariably brought problems with the other: put simply, the more earth that was excavated from the ditch to form the rampart, the heavier the rampart, hence the less able the ditch to support the added weight and the more likely its earthen sides to collapse or its revetments to crack. Ensuring that the ditch was of constant depth and designing the rampart in such a way that it was kept clear of debris also demanded considerable expertise.

Both Hasan Pasha and Isma’il Pasha were concerned that the seven new bastions being built were not high enough; Isma’il also worried that their foundations would be insufficient to support the extra height needed and inadequate to carry the three or four cannons to be placed atop each bastion; he accordingly recommended that they be widened (IS.2). Another improvement at this time was the construction around the three landward sides of the Main Fortress, outside the ditch, of a palisade of stakes supported in front by earth from the ditch, and of a sun-dried brick wall (IS.4). Isma’il Pasha recommended that earth remaining from the ditch once the palisades had been adequately supported be used for constructing the musketeers’ embrasures that Hasan Pasha had noted were lacking at Özi, and also for making staircases or ramps; the remainder, he suggested, might be used to increase the height of the bastions. He also noted that wooden frameworks should be put in place as foundations where “baskets” (sepet)—probably gabions, or woven branches filled with earth, used to provide extra cover to the defenders—were to be erected (IS.6).

Hasan Pasha reported that an appraisal showed that two towers of the fortress could be repaired and used for storing ordnance, and that there was no need to build a dedicated depot; however, Isma’il did not agree and recommended that a new depot be built (IS.7). He agreed, though, with Hasan’s proposal that two cisterns were needed for the storage of water for the garrison and the people of the fortress, since the wells from which they then drew their supply were far away and could not be reached in an emergency (IS.8). Moreover, he ignored Hasan’s curious recommendation that cisterns be built within the ditch, and proposed instead that they be built in “a suitable location.” Isma’il referred to Hasan’s desire for new barracks only indirectly, if at all (IS.13), for he nuanced it in terms of competition between the garrison and the inhabitants of the fortress for living space and insisted that the garrison be provided with purpose-built quarters so that the local people could return to their homes. Nevertheless, it does seem curious that there had hitherto been no provision for a garrison numbering at least 1,000 men (HA.9); and we suggest that the growing sense of insecurity at Özi had led to a sudden and unanticipated increase in the size of the garrison. Isma’il also failed to acknowledge Hasan’s concerns about a shortage of essential building materials; instead he wanted built a new mosque sufficient for the garrison to gather in on Fridays and during major holidays (IS.11), and a granary (IS.12). Until that time prayers had been said, and grain stored, in the towers of the early-seventeenth-century Main Castle (IS.11).

In particular, Isma’il Pasha had further advice on the modernization of the fabric of the fortress—which provides us with important details on its evolution. Previously, he wrote, the fortress had neither ditch nor bastions, and its wall was of single thickness. When a ditch became necessary one was built, together with some small bastions.90 The ditch and (seven) bastions currently under construction rendered the old ditch and bastions obsolete, and he recommended that the old ditch be filled in and the stone from its revetment and bastions reused in the present building works; the remainder could be used for houses for the defenders (IS.9). He also recommended that the thirteen stone towers of the Main Castle be demolished down to the level of the walls, and that the resulting cut-off towers, which would then resemble bastions, be used as platforms for light cannons (IS.10).

Additional pieces of information relating to, but not an integral part of, Isma’il’s memorandum indicate the participation of the Crimean Khan in the upkeep of the Özi fortress complex: on this occasion he had sent a surveyor to Qilburun, which was, “legally,” on territory subject to the Crimean Khanate, i.e., on the left bank of the Dnieper (IS.B). Materials for the building works, laborers to undertake them, and money to finance them were then to be mobilized so that the work recommended by the Khan and by Isma’il Pasha could begin in spring 1710 (IS.B, IS.C, IS.II).

Some of the matters referred to by Hasan Pasha and Isma’il Pasha are echoed in an anonymous treatise hitherto dated on internal evidence to between 1707–8 and 1711;100 since the author’s concerns closely
mirrored those of Hasan Pasha and Isma‘il Pasha, we may now date it more precisely to 1709–10. The anonymous author is more radical than either Hasan or Isma‘il, for in a long discussion of how best to fortify not only Özi but also Temrük, a fortress just east of the Strait of Kerch and the Taman Peninsula, he recommends the demolition and complete rebuilding of whole sections of Özi. Among his observations are the following, which we give in paraphrase:

AN.1 The walls of the Main Castle have fallen into ruin over time;
AN.2 The revetments of the ditch have undergone repairs over the last years and are in relatively good shape, but the depth of the ditch itself varies from 7–8 to 9–12 “girâ’ (5.1–5.8 to 6.6–8.8 m) and is thus uneven: the irregular sections need to be excavated to make it level;
AN.3 The Middle and Lower Castles are overlooked by a place known as Degirmenlik (“a place with mills” or “a millstone quarry”). People within these castles are visible from this place, hence it poses a potential threat that must be neutralized. The author ruminates over two solutions—either to turn the area into an additional fortress or to level somewhat this high ground. He questions the feasibility of both solutions, however, with a stoical reference to the frequently undesirable fate of best laid plans;
AN.4 There is no water in the Main Fortress, and the well water is brackish and undrinkable. Nor are there cisterns, but they can be built and in winter will fill up with rainwater. At present the fortress-dwellers bring drinking water from wells one to two hours away, but these cannot be reached in time of siege. There are two wells in the vicinity of the isolated Fort of Hasan Pasha, but these are used for watering animals: it might be possible to use them for humans, but they would also be hard to reach during a siege;
AN.5 An underground stone masonry armory must be built;
AN.6 A feasibility study has been carried out for the building of seven bastions: once the bottoms of the ditches are made level and their palisades (saranpav) erected, the original walls of the Main Castle will be safe from cannon shot because the bastions and ditches encircle them. The fortress should thus be strengthened, because these walls are old and breached and cannot stand up to cannon shot. Presently there are seven bastion-like structures that were formerly known as “piggens” (toňuz tami). They were built for musketeers to shoot from and later made even more bastion-like. Because they are already low, their height could easily be reduced further so that cannons could be set on top of them. However, no more than two cannons could be set on any of them, while usually bastions can take four or five cannons each so that the bastions and the cannons guard one another “scissor-wise,” extensively and strongly;
AN.7 Qılburun is built on sand; it has a palisade around it, but the palanka or fortress (referred to here as both palanka and qal‘e), is weak. Because the soil is sandy, building a stone structure is undeniably difficult, but if the walls are rebuilt with the aid of beams arranged in a checkerboard framework (balvanlarlya satranç)—known as a “framework box” (çatma sandûq)—whose lower half is filled with lime mortar and ḥorāsân and with stone, and whose upper part is filled with sand—and if a palisade is erected around this wall, and the whole fortress made larger, it will become strong.

Like Hasan Pasha and Isma‘il Pasha, the anonymous author was concerned about the maintenance of the ditch of the fortress, noting that the thin walls of the Main Castle were by now ruined, that cisterns had to be built, and that a dedicated armory was needed. In addition, he listed a concern not expressed by the two pashas, the problem of the elevated place known as Degirmenlik, which was clearly a pressing security concern. In connection with the seven bastions being constructed, the anonymous author supplied the additional information that they had previously been gabions of brushwood filled with earth, used to shield the musketeers from enemy fire.

Neither Hasan Pasha’s nor Isma‘il Pasha’s memorandum mentions repairs to Qılburun, but a notice in the register that contains Isma‘il’s refers to fifty wagons ordered from Moldavia to help transport stone and lime for repairs to strengthen Qılburun, confirming that in 1710 repairs under Isma‘il’s auspices were indeed planned there at the same time as the aforementioned work at Özi was to be carried out.

The reference in the anonymous text to the bastions (tābya) as being formerly known as toňuz tami is misleading, since it is clear the latter were not standard bastions but raised structures, partly made of gabions, for use by musketeers. On the other hand, once it is understood that a toňuz tami is a defensive structure built with gabions, rather than a bastion, the nature of the early so-called bastions (tābya) built over the last decade of the seventeenth century and first decade of the eighteenth becomes clearer: they seem to have been primitive platforms made of gabions, perhaps not only filled with, but also covered in, earth; if they were suitable for defenders with light fire-
arms, they were certainly unsuitable to support cannons. This information helps explain why there was so much difficulty turning these rudimentary proto-

IN PLACE OF A CONCLUSION: RUMINATIONS
ON OTTOMAN FORTRESS BUILDING

The foregoing discussion of the Özi fortress complex shows how a dramatic change in the character of the Ottomans’ northeastern neighbors called forth a response in the thinking of Ottoman military planners, as the menace of the Ukrainian Cossacks and a risk-averse Muscovy gave way, starting in the late seventeenth century, to the ever-growing threat of the expansive Russian Empire of Peter the Great. In particular, the three memoranda and the treatise that are the focus of our article amply illustrate the very real concerns facing those manning and managing the front line of Ottoman defense in the northern Black Sea region. These four texts and the other documents utilized here allow us to perceive how the form of the Özi fortresses evolved to meet the new circumstances of Russia’s southward push and also permit us to comment in some detail on the hitherto barely considered subject of Ottoman fortification techniques. Furthermore, these documents provide material that will eventually enable comparison of Ottoman techniques—at least as practiced in one place and time—with those of contemporary Western fortresses comparable in size and strategic importance.

Working with the main source-type presented here, the new-style Ottoman building register, requires meticulousness and patience as well as imagination and ingenuity. Such work can be most exciting, although exploring these defters means coming upon frequent thorny patches and apparent or real impasses. Indeed, mining and making sense of them provide an experience with “pleasures and pains” akin to those of archeology. We even venture to put forward that probing these defters, “getting one’s hands dirty” in the texture of a bygone reality, is indeed, as suggested earlier, a kind of virtual archeology. One of the points of this exercise is to demonstrate that such work can help archeologists locate sites or specific parts of them and better identify, analyze, and interpret remnants of infrastructure. On the other hand, no modern-minded historian can deny the intrinsic value of what archeology can offer the historian working on the same time and space. In the present day, “history begins at Sumer” is no longer a truism, since archeology can no longer be regarded as a mere “ancillary discipline” to text-based history; both are vital components of historical science. Furthermore, data pertinent to the “traditional” pursuits of historians, but which written sources are hardly able to provide, can be exhumed from the ground. We may cite the ancillary historical discipline of metrology, by way of illustration: at least in the Ottoman case this is still at a most rudimentary stage, and we can never be quite certain that we know the actual value of a weight or measure cited in the sources. Yet a juxtaposition of, for example, a measurement found in a defter for a ditch, building, or fortress wall, coupled with a measurement taken of the same unearthed structure described in that defter, could prove crucial for establishing a reliable value of a given measurement at a given place and time.

A close reading of our documents yields an unanticipated wealth of information on the evolving form and constituent parts of the Özi fortress complex as well as on the construction techniques and materials employed there by the Ottomans. In concluding, we comment on some salient aspects of the information culled from our materials in the context of what is known of Ottoman and Western fortification concepts and praxes in the “Age of Vauban.”

The building registers and other sources relating to construction and repair work at Özi concern a broad variety of elements of this fortress complex: the three main external features—the rampart, the ditch, and the outer palisade—as well as various internal ones indirectly contributing to defense, such as the barrack blocks, the armory, the granary, the cistern, and even the mosque. In order to understand how fortresses became what they were, and to appreciate what they were like to live and work in, it is of course necessary to pay attention to all the different types of structures they encompassed. And we reiterate that the Ottoman building registers, with their rich qualitative and quantitative data relating to materials, labor, and costs, offer future researchers comparable information about various fortresses.

As mentioned earlier, the usage of building terminology is a constant challenge in working with the building registers, at least at this stage of our understanding. In Western fortification terminology “rampart” denotes the main body of a fortress, or its continuous main wall perimeter—the so-called enceinte. It has two components: the bastions and the curtains
(walls) connecting them. Though the sample of data for this article is perhaps too small to make quantitative generalizations about the degree to which various parts of the Özi complex required and received attention and resources, we note that our registers record more information on the construction and repair of the bastions than on the curtains.

Perhaps to the besieger on the outside, the bastion differed from the curtain only in its protruding form and the perils it presented in the form of crosswise fire directed at anyone who ventured too close. Beyond form and function, however, how the bastions and curtains at Özi differed from each other in materials and construction techniques is less obvious than the features they had in common. The Özi curtains and bastions were both built up with earth excavated from the ditch, but we do not know whether the techniques of applying the earth or its proportions relative to other materials were significantly different in the two. Secondly, judging by the frequent reference in the documents to the use of timber of various types and in considerable quantity, wood—raw timber and brush as well as dressed lumber—was clearly an important component of both the bastions and the curtains. The sources suggest some differentiation in the application of wood, making reference to beams or other lumber arranged in frames or checkerboard patterns and placed in the foundations or lower portions of both bastions and curtains, presumably for support and to hold the earth together. The bastions, however, seem to have had a more complex structure than the curtains, for we find mentioned in addition wooden latticework or basket-like structures—perhaps stout and short gabions, perhaps long and narrow fascines, or perhaps a hybrid of both—installed in them during their construction. Again, our sampling here is clearly too small to allow for generalization concerning differing construction techniques in bastions and curtains; future instances should clarify whether these wooden latticeworks were installed only to protect defenders or also to strengthen the bastion by supporting and keeping the earth together, much like the rebars of the concrete structures of today.

In our overview of Western fortifications we observed that bastions have four sides set at an angle to one another (see fig. 4). They were designed so cannons or musketeers atop the two front sides, called faces, could fire in forwardly directions, while those atop the two rear sides, called flanks, could sweep the area near the curtains and neighboring bastions. It is therefore curious that when discussing the placement of cannons on the seven new bastions planned in 1710, IS.2 stipulates that there are to be at least three cannons on each of the bastions’ three sides. We cannot be certain whether this is an indication of inferior design (since a three-sided bastion would allow for what was known as “dead ground” towards which sweeping fire could not be directed); a misstatement (i.e., the two front-facing faces, regarded as facing in the same direction, were therefore considered to constitute one side); or a case of design innovation. Further investigation is needed before more can be made of such “three-sided” bastions.

In only one instance (HA.2) is worked stone or masonry (kargir) mentioned in connection with construction or repairs of the ramparts on the Özi shore of the Dnieper, as we have seen, unworked stone (koş) was the main material used at Qilburun. As already noted, an unrevetted earthen rampart was the most resistant to cannon fire, though less so to infantry charge, and far from durable against the elements. Perhaps the ramparts of the Main Fortress and of the Fort of Hasan Pasha were purely earthen, i.e., earthworks, though again, a better sampling is needed before a firm conclusion can be made to this effect. One possibility for the apparently greater use of stone on the Qilburun shore than on the Özi during the Vauban-style modernization of the complex is that earthworks were impractical on the sandy spit, either for lack of sufficient material or because of their lesser durability given the exposure of Qilburun to the waves and spray of the sea and the Dnieper.

Although the rampart was the most visible, impressive, and seemingly essential feature of a fortress, our documentation on Özi indicates that as much if not more attention was devoted to the outworks, in particular the ditch and the palisade; the sandy soil of the Qilburun shore of the Dnieper; as we have seen, unworked stone (koş) was the main material used at Qilburun. As already noted, an unrevetted earthen rampart was the most resistant to cannon fire, though less so to infantry charge, and far from durable against the elements. Perhaps the ramparts of the Main Fortress and of the Fort of Hasan Pasha were purely earthen, i.e., earthworks, though again, a better sampling is needed before a firm conclusion can be made to this effect. One possibility for the apparently greater use of stone on the Qilburun shore than on the Özi during the Vauban-style modernization of the complex is that earthworks were impractical on the sandy spit, either for lack of sufficient material or because of their lesser durability given the exposure of Qilburun to the waves and spray of the sea and the Dnieper.

Perhaps because of the nature of the soil and the climate, revetting both walls of the ditch of the Main Fortress was apparently considered necessary and, in contrast to the rampart, our sources make frequent reference to stone (both unworked and worked) in the context of the ditch. Wood seems to have been less important here, as it is mentioned only once, in
connection with the construction of a scarp revetment (see fig. 5) at the Upper Castle near the barbican, where earth had filled the ditch (IB.1). As already pointed out, it was the ditch that gave builders at Özi the most trouble, thanks to the destructive effects of harsh winter weather and the unforgiving consequences of poor design or construction or both—difficulty most frequently caused by unevenness of the ditch in both width and depth and by fracture or collapse of the revetments.

Almost as much attention was devoted to the palisade built outside the ditch in order to hinder enemy access to the ditch and consequently to the rampart. Vauban stressed the importance of an outer palisade. His comments on the palisade that was part of the line of earthworks made by besiegers to encircle a fortress (the so-called countervallation, which had its own ditch with parapet in addition to the palisade) no doubt apply also to the outer palisade of a fortress:

Whenever possible you should always strengthen the line with rows of stakes in whatever kind of terrain, for the stake is a wonderful device to impede the enemy. It is the cheapest and most effective expedient for preventing the attack of earthworks.… I will not argue the matter of palisading the line, for I consider the palisade quite as imperative as the ditch.\textsuperscript{110}

Normally the palisade would be placed in front of the ditch, as close as possible to the edge of the covered way (a space between the edge of the ditch, or rim of the counterscarp, and the glacis whence musketeers could repel the enemy from approaching the ditch [see fig. 5]). Even at Qılburun, however, where a ditch was impractical if not impossible, a palisade was installed, essentially in place of the ditch, and maintained despite its vulnerability to waves coming in from the sea or the Dnieper; there was also a maintained palisade at the Fort of Hasan Pasha, opposite Qılburun, for which there is no reference to a ditch.

The memoranda of Hasan Pasha (HA.4) and Isma’iĺ Pasha (IS.4) both mention a wall made of sun-dried bricks (\textit{kerpiç}) built outside the palisade of the Main Fortress: there was to be a slight gap between this wall and the palisade that would be filled with earth, thereby making them a single, stronger structure. Gauging the optimal gap between these two was apparently a delicate and often frustrating task: Isma’iĺ records that because this was not done correctly the wall had to be demolished and rebuilt closer to the palisade—but not too close. As we have not encountered such a combination of palisade and brick wall in the literature on Western fortresses, we may ask if such a brick-and-earth-reinforced palisade was a peculiar feature with which the Ottomans were experimenting at the time.\textsuperscript{111} Our sources do not reveal the height of the wall, but its likely purpose was to protect the palisade from being smashed by cannon fire: in the fortresses of the Vauban era the stakes of the palisades were only allowed to project 23 to 30 cm above the top edge of the glacis for this very reason. The stakes at Özi seem to have been considerably higher (5 \textit{zirā‘} \textsuperscript{[3.8 m]} according to IB.1) than those of Vauban, which were about 2.7 m (9 ft.) long.\textsuperscript{112} Perhaps the Ottoman brick-wall-and-earth structure was placed in front to protect excessively protruding stakes.

The already-noted distinction between stone (\textit{tas}) and stone masonry (\textit{kārgūr})\textsuperscript{113} is worthy of further elaboration. Of course, the cost of unworked stone is lower, both in terms of the procurement of the raw material and its preparation for use; worked stone is more expensive because not all stone is suitable for working and scarce material tends to be more expensive, while it has the further characteristic that skilled masons must be employed to fashion it for the particular purpose for which it is to be employed. The data presented here concerning the building history of Özi are limited, and it is not possible at this stage to assert that unworked stone and stone masonry each had an allotted place in the construction and repair process, a place determined by the purpose to which each was to be put. As noted, the ramparts of the Özi fortresses appear to have been made of earth (aside from those of Qılburun, whose different environmental conditions made for greater use of stone during this period of reconstruction), and the sole reference to stone in any form is to the use of stone masonry in conjunction with timber framework to raise the height of newly built bastions: perhaps surprisingly, this masonry apparently is to be used \textit{within} the bastions, not on the external face as might be expected (HA.2).

Perhaps a clue to the respective use of stone and stone masonry lies in the more mundane structures at Özi: a mosque (IS.11) and the houses of the garrison (IS.9) were to be of stone, while the cisterns (HA.10; IS.8) and the new armory (AN.5; IS.7) were to be of stone masonry. What differentiates the latter structures from the former is the necessity that water
not pass through their walls—in the case of the cisterns from the inside out, and for the armory from the outside in. By contrast, it seems that the authorities felt no need to be so exacting when it came to the mosque and the houses. Stone masonry allowed for a more precise fit of one stone beside another, and the gaps between individual stones could be more easily filled to provide a watertight seal than is the case with unworked stone, which by nature is irregular in shape. As we have seen, the place where stone or stone masonry was most liberally used at Özi was the ditch. Given the foregoing we might expect the memoranda to recommend the use of stone masonry rather than stone for lining the ditch, but this is not the case: both stone and stone masonry are recorded to have been used in the ditch, and we are reluctant to suggest why this should be so on the basis of our data at this stage.

To understand and appreciate the challenge of modernizing the extensive Özi fortress complex during the period covered by this article, it is important to be cognizant of the place and role in this project of the original castle complex. Building on or around an old, outdated site presented assets and liabilities: of some of these the authors of our texts were well aware. Aside from providing a base and initial protection during the start of reconstruction and expansion, the old works supplied materials that were scarce in the vicinity of Özi, particularly stone that was probably well suited for recycling. Moreover, there is evidence of a concern to find practical uses for all materials, as in Isma‘il Pasha’s recommendations that all earth excavated from the ditch be put to whatever use necessary, including building up the palisades and erecting stairs and embrasures (IS.6). On the other hand, building atop or around an old structure must have entailed a certain inertia, as in the attempt described in the anonymous treatise (AN) to make larger modern bastions on top of small and primitive ones that seem to have been little more than platforms for musketeers. Another example is the barbican of the Upper Castle, which is mentioned in connection with construction of barracks in 1696, in 1706 (IB.1), and in building registers from years after those we are concerned with here. Judging by the standard literature, the barbican does not figure in contemporary Western European fortifications. Was the Özi barbican, then, a mere remnant, or was it adapted to continue its function of protecting gates or for some other use? It would be interesting to learn to what extent the architects modernizing a site like Özi were influenced by the features they found in the old complex; were they, for example, tempted to use some of what was already there, and thereby to introduce palliatives rather than solutions, instead of reconstructing in the new style from scratch and without compromise? What is certain from the sources presented here is that there was a good deal of improvisation—which could be either an indicator of a less-than-ideal command of fortress technology or else a sign of adaptability in the face of particular circumstances and material constraints.

The foregoing notwithstanding, the common perception from contemporary times until our own that the Ottomans were ignorant of the science of fortification until enlightened in the late eighteenth century by Westerners such as Baron de Tott is not borne out by our analysis. Instead, we find that while the techniques utilized to maintain and improve the fabric of the Özi fortress complex may have differed from those employed in the West, they cannot be considered categorically less (or more) satisfactory in preserving the security of the garrison and townspeople—and, indeed, that of the Ottoman heartland beyond. At all levels those responsible for Özi took advantage as best they could of the resources at their disposal, and given the circumstances facing the Ottomans, rather different from those confronting the defenders of European fortresses around 1700, it would be unrealistic to expect all to adopt similar building practices at equivalent technological levels.

A picture of startling contrasts and ironies emerges from our research into the building history of the Özi fortress complex. Mindful of its distant, desolate, and dangerous setting, in the title of our article we dubbed it an “outpost of empire”; yet there, by reason of necessity, the Ottomans constructed and maintained, first against the Cossacks and then against the Russian Empire, a true “megacomplex.” Throughout the pages of our building registers we learn of the many different human and material costs and challenges that such a site entailed. The picture is far from monolithic, since, alongside evidence of the striking efforts and achievements of those both in Istanbul and on this front line, we are frequently presented with failings and inadequacies—a grand structure beset by shoddiness, miscalculation, and an unforgiving environment. And Özi is but one example of the micro- and macro-historical possibilities that the building
registers offer: the same level of depth and degree of texture is available for practically every site to which these sources apply.\textsuperscript{115}

APPENDIX

Memorandum (qā‘ime) of Isma‘il Pasha, warden of the Özi fortress complex, with proposals for repairs, 1710

Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi [Istanbul], Maliye Defterleri 3882, pp. 136–37 (fig. 9)

Introductory note: Of the three examples from Ottoman building registers presented in this study, that of Isma‘il Pasha is the most typical, thanks to addenda that follow the main text and continue in the marginalia. In keeping with our aim to concentrate for the time being on aspects relating to construction per se and not its organization, we present only Isma‘il Pasha’s memorandum (heading I and its subsections A and 1–13) in full transcription and translation. However, in order to give the reader a firsthand notion of the structure and contents of the building registers, we also provide a summary of the remainder of these two pages, related to materials, labor, financing, and other organizational matters (subsection B and C, heading II and its subsections a-d, as well as the two marginal notes, m1 and m2).

Text and translation of I, A, and 1–13 (p. 136)

\textbf{IS.1} Text: berây-i ta’mîrât-i mevzû-i mezkûre der qa‘e-i Özi ve Qılburun ki binâ ve ta‘mîr ve termîne muhtûc ve muqtezi bûde \textasciitilde {\textasciitilde }\textasciitilde{an} ibtidâ\textasciitilde{i} evvel-i bahâr-i huçeste-âşar der sene-i 1122 mûbâseret-i ‘Ozmân Agâ emîn-i binâ ve bi-ma‘rifet-i vezîr-i mûkerrem Isma‘il Paşa muhâfîz-i qa‘e-i Özi binâ ve ta‘mîr ve tekmîl ûde fermûde ber meuçeb-i ƀulûsa-i qa‘îme-i ilâm-i vezîr-i müsûrûn ileyh ve telhîs ve fêrîn-i ’âtî fi 25]\textasciitilde{z} sene 1121 qayd ve sûret dâde fermûde.

Translation: For the repairs of the places mentioned \textasciitilde{below} in the fortress \textasciitilde{complex} of Özi and Qılburun that are in need and in requirement of \textasciitilde{new} construction or repair, \textasciitilde{starting} from the beginning of spring, auspicious in signs, of the year 1122 (March 1709–March 1710) \textasciitilde{through} the agency of ‘Osman Aga, the building commissioner (emîn-i binâ), and with the \textasciitilde{benign} intervention (ma‘rifet) of the honored vizier Isma‘il Pasha, warden of the fortress of Özi, construction and repair and completion were ordered.

\textbf{IS.1 Keywords}: esûs (foundation), \textasciitilde{hand}aqq \textasciitilde{dîvâr} (stone masonry revetment of ditch), temel (foundation), \textasciitilde{beden} \textasciitilde{dîvâr} (rampart, “main wall”).

Text: Tûlen altı-yüz ve ma‘a esûs qadden on iki arşun olmaq üzere yûz yûgirmi bir senesinde Isma‘il Aga mûbâseretîyle mûcîdeden binâ olunan kûrgûr \textasciitilde{hand}aqq \textasciitilde{dîvâr}în ûllî arşun temeli çaﬂamaq ile bozulub tekrâr yapılmaga muhtûc olduğundan ma‘-a-dâ dîvâr-i mezbûr yûfça ve dogru binâ olunmaqga ekse mûhallsî \textasciitilde{hand}aqq icine meyd eylemis ve beden üzerinde olan topragû û devrinîmesîne mûbâseret olunub topragî dîvâr üzerine vezîr olunmagû başlandûgû gibi ihanâmîl edemeûb \textasciitilde{hand}aqq icine meyd ve yûﬂmagû yûz tutmagla \textasciitilde{hand}aqqdan çoçan topraq beden dîvârlarî \textasciitilde{uzerine} vezîr ve tesviye olunduqda mütehammîl olmayabî hâliyî çaﬂalamayan mahallîden gayrî bir vûfî yerî dahi yûﬂûb mûcîdeden binâ olunmagû uqîzî eylemî iktiizayî olmagûla iktiizayî \textasciitilde{uzerî} ta‘mîr u tekmîl olunmagû.

Translation: A fifty-arşun stretch of the foundation of the revetment of the newly constructed stone masonry-faced ditch six hundred arşuns long and with a height, including its base (esûs), of twelve arşuns that through the agency of Isma‘il Aga was being reconstructed in [1]121 (March 1709–March 1710) has cracked and become ruined and needs to be built again. Besides this, as the aforementioned revetment (dîvâr) was built thin and perpendicular,\textsuperscript{117} most of its places have begun to lean over upon themselves, and because earth \textasciitilde{from the ditch} is being deposited on top of the rampart (beden) it cannot bear weight as it could when \textasciitilde{this work} was started. Because it
began to lean into the ditch and collapse when earth removed from the ditch was placed upon the rampart (beden dövrları) and made level, the rampart could not carry [the weight], and now, aside from the cracking places [of the revetment], a good number of places have been demolished, and since there is a possibility of doing the required building work anew, [it is proposed] to do the repairs and complete [the ditch] as necessary.

IS.2
Keywords: handaq, tabyba
Text: Handaq-i mezbûruñ üzérinde müceddeden binâ olunan yedi 'adet tâbyalaruñ qaddı ná-tamâm olub dördör ve bêser arsun irtîfâ'ên qadda muhtuç olduğundan gayrî zêkî olunan tâbyalaruñ esasları küçük vaz' olunmagla 'âdeta yuqarususu dañî desvizimli olub itimâm bulduyda uçer ve dördör pare topa mutehâmmil olunmagla üç tararsûn hû cûnhine apall mertebe uçer pare top vaz' olunacaq miqûlûr iqiçîzîsına göre tevîsî ile gaddûlar irtîfâ' olunmaq.
Translation: The height (qadd) of the seven bastions (tabya) being newly built upon the aforementioned ditch is not yet full: four or five arsun's height are needed for each. Besides this, because the foundations of the bastions were laid too small, their upper parts are well built and completed, they will not [even] be able to bear three or four cannons each. Because of this [it is proposed] to increase their height and widen them in accordance with the necessity that at the very least three cannons [can] be positioned on each of the [bastions'] three sides.

IS.3
Keywords: kârûr handaq divânî, etekiyye (skirt)
Text: Özi qal {esi bir arafı yüksege vûqî olub muhâfiz-i sâbuq İbrahim Pasauñuñ binâ eyledûyi kârûr handaq divânînuñ iki tarafından suya varmaça etekiyye olan mahallinîn tüden iki yüz arsun miqûdrî qaddı nöşan yapılmaga dördör ve beşer arsun dañî qaddûnuñ irtîfâ' olunmaq.
Translation: One side of the [Main] Özi Fortress is high;¹¹² because the height of a stretch of two hundred arsun of the place that forms the skirt (etekiyye)¹¹² for the stone masonry revetments of the ditch that the previous warden (muhafiz) Ibrahim Pasha built—both ends of which approach the water¹²⁰—is defectively constructed, [it is proposed] to increase the height [of the skirt] by four to five arsun.

IS.4
Keywords: handaq, arsun, saranpav, kerpiç, topraq
Text: Zêkî olunan handaqquñ tasaradan etrâyîña bin toquz yüz seksen arsun yeri 'âdet üzere qal'ûnuñ setr ve hûfîzî üçun násb olunan saranpavuñ ömûne binâ olunan kerpiç dîvânînuñ üzûrine vaz' olunacaq topraq henûz vaz' olunmadugundan ma'adan saranpavu mûşasıq binâ olunmagla ayag erismeyecêk qadar saranpavdan alarga binâ olunmaq mümnûsh olmagla bu dañî bozûduk bir miqûdar girûden binâ olunmaq iqiçîzâ ve beraberîyezî vaz'î iqiçîzâ eden topraq dolmaq.
Translation: The earth to be placed upon the sun-dried brick (kerpiç) wall built in front of the palisade (saranpav) [of the Main Fortress] customarily erected for screening and protecting a fortress, which is outside and around the mentioned ditch for a length of one thousand nine hundred eighty arsun, has not yet been put in place. Besides this, because [the wall] was built adjoining the palisade—it is considered suitable to build it no more than a foot beyond (alarga) the palisade—this [wall] has to be demolished and [re]built [only] slightly behind [the palisade]¹²¹ and [the gap] filled with earth, packing [the wall and palisade] together.

IS.5
Keywords: handaq, handaqquñ 'umqî, tesviye, tathîr, qadd, tash, çamur, handaq divarî
Text: Zêkî olunan cedûd handaqquñ 'umqî tesviye ve tathîr olunudugdan soñra tash tarafása da'îren mã-dûr tüden bin dört yüz seksen arsun ve qaddên on iki arsun tash ve çamur ile müceddeden iqiçîzâ eden handaq divarî henûz yapilmagla binâ olunmaq.
Translation: The bottom of the mentioned new ditch was made level and cleaned out. After [this], since the [counterscarp] revetment (handaq divarî) that was required to be made anew with stone and mud to a length of one thousand four hundred eighty arsun and at a height of twelve arsun around the outside [of the ditch] has not yet been made, [it is proposed] that it be built.

IS.6
Keywords: handaq, saranpav, metris basamaqları, tüfengçi mazgallari, tâbya, sepet, çatmalar
Text: Handaqdan çîðan topraq vûfîr olup bir yere yerleþmemekle lasım gelen mahallere naqî ve düsûnlûb iç tarafından ardına iqiçîz eden saranpavlar dizildiðeqden soñra metris basamaqları ve tüfengçi mazgallari ve tâbyalaruñ gaddûlar irtîfâ'î ve sepet yerine çatmalar yapûrûlmuq.
Translation: Because the earth removed from the ditch
is much, and because it is not being deposited anywhere else, after it is moved to necessary places and made level, and the necessary palisades are placed behind it from the inside [for support], it is proposed that trench stairs (metris basamaqlar) and embra-sures for the musketeers (tüfengçi mazgalları) be made and that the height of the bastions be increased and [wooden] frameworks be placed where [there are to be] gabions (sepət).

Translation: The Özi castle was formerly without ditch or bastions and with a wall of single thickness. Previously, in accordance with requirements, around it a small ditch was dug and some small bastions were built. As for the new ditch that has now been dug and the bastions that have now been constructed, because they were built around and in front of the old ditch and bastions, [these latter] have no use whatsoever. Apart from [bringing] difficulty to the castle, they have no anticipated use. They should be filled in and the stone obtained from the [revetment] wall of the aforementioned [old] ditch and bastions be used in the needed construction, and since according to this estimation there will be more than enough, the surplus should be used to build dwellings for the defenders.

IS.7
Keywords: cebəhəne mühimmət, qulle, barut, kərgir cebəhənesi, cebəhəne
Text: Özi qal'əsində olan cebəhəne mühimmət qullelərə və barut daşı qullelərin əltəndə hüsə olunub bir məşfi yerde kərgir cebəhənesi olmamagla barut hüzə-icin bir mınəsib və məhzifə mahalldə kərgir cebəhəne bini olunmaq.

Translation: The ordnance in the Özi fortress is protected in the towers, and as for the gunpowder, it is stored under these towers. Because there is no stone masonry armory in a concealed place [it is proposed] to build a stone masonry armory for the protection of the gunpowder in a suitable and concealed place.

IS.8
Keywords: kərgir səhrnəç (sarnıç)
Text: qal'e-i mezbərən sıhənə bir və bir bucaq sıə-at yerden təşrədan gelüb hín-i iştəzəda bir vech-le alınmaq mümkin olmadağı zahir olmaqa mınəsib olan mahalldə bir iki kərgir səhrnəç bini olunmaq.

Translation: Because the water of the aforementioned fortress comes from outside, from a place one [to] one and a half hours away, and it has become evident that in time of need it would be impossible to have it brought in any way, [it is proposed] to build two stone masonry cisterns in a suitable place.

IS.9
Keywords: əndaq, təbyə, yalın qat dəvər, əndaq dəvər, əs, məhəfəzi suknələri
Text: Özide bir məşyən əndaq dəvər olmayub iki maflədə qullelər içində edə-yi sətəvət olunub otuz adəmdan ziyədə səzəməna bəxəndə və məssərən əndaq və əndaq dəvərini və övlərən tuaqşı olub bir vəch-le lüzəmələri olmayub və təzəyi-q qal'ənən gəyir bir fələdəs vəl可以选择 dəvərbənən əndaq və əndaq dəvərindən və əndaq dəvərindən həsil olunan əsə-dən iştəzəda edən biniya sərəf və bu tagrəb ile qal'əyə vüsət at gelməkə yerine iştəzəda edən məhəfəzi suknələri bini olunmaq.

Translation: There are thirteen high stone towers topped with wooden roofs atop the wall of the mentioned old castle. Other than the scatter of debris (serpindi) and [other] harm (i.e., harm to the residents from falling debris), these now have no use and [it is proposed] that they be demolished down to the level of the castle walls and their tops flattened and on each of these [now] bastion-like structures some light cannons (səhi top) be placed.

IS.10
Keywords: tahta şərəli təş qulle, təbyə
Text: zikr olunan 'atış qal'e dəvərin üzərində üzərini tahta şərəli təş qulle on üç 'adət yüksək təş qulle olsun hın-i iştəzəda ələqə serpindisindən və məssərənindən güvə-yin təşə cada ìnən məşayədə olunmaqla qal'e dəvərin bərabərliyin deyən yuqurlu və üzərini düzənəb təbyə müşəllə üzərində birər qəsi şəhi top və uzmaq.

Translation: There is no specially designated mosque at Özi, and [so] prayers are conducted within towers in two [separate] places. However, as no more than thirty men [altogether] can fit inside [them], there is no lack of hardship and difficulty on the two 'idd and on Fridays. Hence, because a spacious mosque
is much needed, [it is proposed] that, in accordance
with the requirements, a mosque be raised in a suit-
able place, thirty *arsuns* long and twenty *arsuns* wide
(22.5 x 15 m), with four stone walls, and that a ceiling
and roof of timber then be built.

**IS.12**

Keywords: *enbār, keşf, qulle*

Text: Özi qal'esinde seksen bin kile miqdari zahire isti'ab eder enbār yapilmag üzere keşf olunmag fermān olunub lākin hālā qal' e-i mezbūredə zahāyir vaż' olunacaq bir qac boş qulle olmagla ancaq yigirmi bin kile zahāyir alur enbār kifāyet edecegi ilâm olunmagla večh-i mesrūh üzere mūnāsib olan mahallədən mevcuddəden enbār bınə olunmag.

Translation: It was ordered that an appraisal [for the feasibility] of building a granary with a capacity of eighty thousand *kile* (2,048,000 kg) be undertaken. However, currently there are several empty towers in the castle where grain could be placed, but it has been made known that they would be sufficient to serve in the capacity of a granary for [only] twenty thousand *kile* (512,000 kg) of grain. Hence, in the aforementioned manner, a granary should be newly built in an appropriate place.

(p. 137)

**IS.13**

Keywords: *hāne* (house), *ev* (house), *qonaq* (residence)

Text: Özide mühabīz olanlar ve etbā'ınların sakin olacaq bir mu'a'yeyen mahalli olmayub qal' e ahâlsi fuqarāsının iyâlını ihrâr ve Şahinlerin tahliyye ile sakin olub lākin zayf yer olmagla eveler az ve kücük olub yerleşmekde mühabīz olanlar ve hem qal' e sükānīsī fuqarāsı meşaqat-i 'azîm çekmelerile fuqarāyı qonaq zahmetinden tahlis için fi-mâ-bâ'd mühabīz olanlar etbā'ınlarla sakin olmaq için münâsib olan mahalləde bir mu'a'yeyen qonaq yapdırlımaq.

Translation: There is no designated place for the defenders (i.e., the garrison troops) of Özi and their dependents to dwell in, [and so], with the expulsion of the households of the wretched fortress inhabitants and the vacating of their homes, [the defenders] are dwelling in [these houses]. [However:] because [available] space is tight, and their houses are few and small, both the defenders settling [in them] and the wretched fortress inhabitants suffer great difficulties. In order to release the wretches from their housing difficulties hereafter [it is proposed] that residence[s] be built in an appointed place [for] the defenders to live with their dependents.

**Summary of untranscribed and untranslated portions (see facsimile)**

**IS.m1** (p. 136): A record of 150 silver piasters (gurus-i esed) being issued for the travel expenses of 'Osman Aga during period of Özi repair.

**IS.B** (p. 137): Crimean Khan and Ebu Bekir Aga arranged for an appraisal (keşf) of repairs necessary for the restoration and strengthening of Qılburun.

**IS.C** (p. 137): In accordance with the summary of vizier Isma‘il Pasha’s memorandum (qa’ime) and the appraisal of Qılburun carried out through offices of the Crimean Khan, workers (‘amele, irəd), wagons (‘araba), timber (kerəste), nails (mesəm), pig iron (iähən-i hâm), and other supplies should be carried by oared ships (çekdürür səfnəleri), so that in this year no defects remain at Özi and Qılburun and these fortresses become strong; starting in the spring Isma‘il Pasha is to act to bring about this work; 'Osman Aga has been appointed building commissioner (emni-i bınə) so that as workers perform their service their wages and other expenses will be seen to; he and Isma‘il Pasha are each to receive one copy of the relevant sections of this register of the “chief account” (defter-i baş muhasebe) and one copy of the orders issued for the complete repair of the necessary places; orders that such a procedure be followed were were given out on 27 Dhu ’l-Hijja 1121 (February 27, 1710).

**IS.II** (p. 137): The number of carpenters (neccărān) from the following districts (qezā):

a. Baba Tagı: 20 carpenters
b. Şumni: 10 carpenters
c. Hırsova: 10 carpenters
d. Silistre: 20 carpenters

(Also given are details of their wages: number of days paid for, rates, source of funds, totals).

**IS.m2** (p. 137): The record of an order issued to the qâdi of Baba Tagı and local cavalry commander (kethūdâ yerı), and to the local janissary commander (yeşicēri serdāri), to arrange for dispatch and salaries of carpenters for the current year’s repairs at Özi, 18 Dhu ’l-Hijja 1121 (February 18, 1710).
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1. In this article we maintain a distinction between “medieval”-style castles with high and thick walls, and the “modern” fortresses with low and thick ramparts that succeeded them. Further discussion of this distinction is provided below. In both contexts, we use “fort” to denote smaller fortifications.


4. I.e., of the Zaporozhia region—the area of the lower Dnieper below a series of cataracts in the river south of the modern city of Dnipropetrovsk and north of the modern city of Zaporizhia. (In 1932 this section of the river was completely flooded by the construction of a giant hydroelectric dam.) The Ukrainian Cossacks in general are often referred to as Zaporozhian Cossacks, but in fact the latter were a distinct subgroup and, because they were the furthest out on the frontier, the most prominent throughout most of the Cossack era. There were, however, other significant subgroups concentrated in towns throughout central, eastern, and southern Ukraine who were also active in Ottoman and other wars as well as in raiding activity.

5. In English, as in Turkish, “palanka” (Ottoman: palângcha) refers to a fort consisting of palisades buttressed or reinforced with earth (sometimes called a stockaded fort or simply a stockade). In the eighteenth century, however, the word could apparently also refer to a more “modern” fort of stone (unworked or worked) or brickwork that was perhaps built in place of an original palanka. Thus we will see the eighteenth-century fort of Qilburun referred to as both a palanqa and a qal’e, though clearly by then it was no longer a purely palisaded structure.

6. Evliya Çelebi provides the fullest known description of the Oži fortress complex, as he does of very many places in the Ottoman Empire of the mid-seventeenth century. Even though his report is invaluable—and we will fully analyze it in a separate study of Oži prior to the 1690s—we have determined on the basis of documentary sources that several points of his account, particularly with regard to the names he assigns to the various castles of the complex, are quite problematic. On the construction work carried out at Oži by Hasan Pasha in the late 1620s and problems of identifying its castles, see Victor Ostapchuk, Warfare and Diplomacy across Sea and Steppe: The Ottoman Black Sea Frontier in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Middle Eastern Monographs, forthcoming).

7. Located on the west side of the town, this remnant, known as the “Turkish Rampart,” is 160 m long and 3–5 m high. The team of Ukrainian and Turkish archeologists headed by Dr. Svitlana Bilialeva detected four separate building phases; the lower three strata are of unbaked brick and are considered by the team possibly to belong to the Ottoman period: Svitlana Biliaeva, “Olahkiv’deki Türk şehrinde arkeolojik arastırmalar,” Uluslararası Dönümüç Türk Kültürü Kongresi: Bildirileri, 4–7 Kasım 1997, Ankara, 1 (Ankara: Atatürk Kültür Merkezi Başkanlığı, 1999), 109–14; Valentyna Korpusova and Iryna Vitryk, “Dosidzhennja dam’oh v Uchani,” Novi doslidzhennja pam’iatok horst’yho doby v Ukraini: Zbirka naukovykh stsy 6 (1996): 44–45.

8. On Ottoman attitudes and actions vis-à-vis the Black Sea steppes, see Ostapchuk, “Human Landscape of the Ottoman Black Sea,” 30–33.


11. Here we can only conjecture that the aim of the reorganization was to allow the finance department to better control the utilization of funds disbursed for infrastructure projects all over the empire by providing its officials with detailed information concerning assignment, transfer, and accounting of funds and also including substantive documentation on construction and repair projects—the causes that necessitated them, special or unusual circumstances, plans and problems of execution, etc.—that would make misuse or embezzlement of funds less likely. Hence there is frequent reference to the baş mühasebe, or the empire’s “chief account,” and, moreover, these registers were required to be checked, stamped, and deposited in the office of the chief account (e.g., MAD 3882.137, 141, 152, 336; MAD 4555.278, 281, 287, 290). In working with these registers, one is constantly reminded of the degree to which decision-making in the Ottoman Empire—even in the eighteenth century, the so-called “age of decentrization”—was still centralized, at least in this sphere of activity; even minor decisions and proposed expenditures were routinely submitted to the Maliyye for approval: see, for example, the marginal note B.1.m1 in the Appendix, where a seemingly insignificant travel expense is approved at the center.

12. Element 2 predominates in the documents that we focus on in this study (figs. 7, 8, 9), though element 3 can be seen at the bottom of fig. 9b (parts a, b, c, and d).

13. Nayır’s study of seventeenth-century royal mosque complexes (külliye) uses, among other sources, registers from
the Topkapı Palace Archive that the author also refers to as “building registers” (insáat defterleri). It is clear that these defter is primarily expenditure books (masráf defterleri) concerned with material and/or labor costs, but since they were written before the bureaucratic reorganization effected towards the end of the seventeenth century they are not comparable with those we discuss here: Nayır, Sultan Ahmet külliyesi, 38, 88–112, 115–16. Though we have not had the opportunity to see these materials because of the difficulties of access at the Topkapı Palace Archive, on the basis of Nayır’s use of and comments about the masráf defterleri we are relatively confident of their non-descriptive content and incomparability with what we have here designated as “building registers”; a source analysis of these early construction-related masráf defterleri is overdue. Judging by its name, Topkapı D. 10146, which Nayır refers to as a kəs defteri, is apparently an exception that seems to be similar to the registers we are considering here, but since her study only lists it and does not specifically refer to its contents, we cannot determine them: ibid., 116. We suspect that the label kəs defteri stems from the archival fiche describing the defter, rather than being the name of a specific early-seventeenth-century defter type or even a phrase present in the text; among the large number of fifteenth- through nineteenth-century defter utilized by Necipoğlu, this label only applies to those written after the seventeenth century (Necipoğlua, Topkapı Palace, 305–7). The archival base of Hochhut’s study of the construction of the Nurusmaniye mosque consists mainly of financial documents from the Topkapı similar to those of Nayır; even though this study relates to the eighteenth century, it does not utilize or mention the types of building register produced by the bureaucratic reorganization: Hochhut, Die Moschee Nurusmeyînî.

14. Some defter listing materials, with or without cost figures, were apparently drawn up for inventory purposes and in no direct connection with the construction work at hand; any possible distinctions between such defter and other financial registers remain to be worked out for all periods.

15. Muzaffer Erdoğan, “Osmanlı mimari tarihini arşiv kaynaklarını,” Tarih Dergisi 5 (1951–52 (1953)): 95–122. Erdoğan has also given a basic description of these defter and further examples in “Osmanlı mimarisi tarihini otantik yazma kaynakları,” Vakıflar Dergisi 6 (1965): 111–36, esp. 120–36. Paragraphs as well as full texts of a number of excerpts from such defter for various types of construction works, including some fortresses of the Black Sea region, are to be found in his monograph devoted to a chief imperial architect (hassa bas mı nırs) during the so-called “Tulip Age” of the early eighteenth century: Muzaffer Erdoğan, Lāle Devri Baş Mi nırs Kayserihlî Mehemd Ağâ (Istanbul: Istanbul Fetih Cemiyeti, 1962), 84–107.


17. Rhoads Murphey, Ottoman Warfare, 1500–1700 (London: UCL Press, 1999), 115–21 is a rare discussion of this subject in the context of Murad IV’s siege of Baghdad in 1638.

18. A recent dictionary of Ottoman construction works and building materials terminology compiled by Neslihan Sönmez, while an important contribution, is of limited utility here, since military architecture is beyond its purview. Although the dictionary notes the existence and wealth of data in the building registers, including those produced after the bureaucratic reorganization just prior to 1700, it does not draw on them: Neslihan Sönmez, Osmanlı dönemi yap ve malzeme terimi sözlüğü (Istanbul: Yem Yayın, 1997).

19. Invaluable for more precisely ascertaining the meaning of Ottoman technical terms relating to parts of fortresses and construction tools and techniques are eighteenth-century Ottoman translations of the works of Sébastien le Prestre de Vauban, Louis XIV’s master of the new-style fortresses; for reference to his contribution to the science of fortification, see below. A comparison of the Ottoman versions with the French originals provides insight into Ottoman terms that are completely obscure or unreliably defined in the Ottoman dictionaries, but whose French equivalents are better understood. For a guide to the various Ottoman translations of Vauban’s works, see Ekmeleddin Ihsanoğlu, Ramazan Şeym, M. Serdar Bekar, and Gülcan Gündüz, eds., Osmanlı askerî lîti̇katı tarihi = History of Military Art and Science Literature during the Ottoman Period, 2 vols. (Istanbul: IRCICA, 2004), vol. 1, 44–47.


23. A notable exponent of this approach has been Gürd Necipoğlu in her study of Topkapı Palace (see n. 10, above), where her re-creation of the fabric of the complex is in part based on a variety of archival and other documents.


32. Baram and Carroll, *Historical Archaeology of the Ottoman Empire*, 16.
33. Ibid., viii, 20, 141, 163.
34. Peter Ian Kuniholm, “Dendrochronologically Dated Ottoman Monuments,” in Baram and Carroll, *Historical Archaeology of the Ottoman Empire*, 93–137.
36. Uzi Baram, “Entangled Objects from the Palestinian Past: Archaeological Perspectives for the Ottoman Period, 1500–1900,” in Baram and Carroll, *Historical Archaeology of the Ottoman Empire*, 137–60. Incidentally, one of the richest collections of Ottoman pipes has been gathered in the various digs at Özi: Biliaieva et al., “Arkeologicheski doslidzhennya v Ochakovii”; idem, “Ochakiv’’deki arkeolojik araştlırmalar.”
41. We have had such frequent recourse for our understanding of European fortifications to Christopher Duffy’s useful and authoritative volumes that we have not cited them on each occasion. They are *Fire and Stone: The Science of Fortress Warfare, 1660–1860* (Newton Abbot: David and Charles, 1975), and *Siege Warfare*, vol. 1: *The Fortress in the Early Modern World*, 1494–1660 and vol. 2: *The Fortress in the Age of Vauban and Frederick the Great*, 1660–1789 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979–85).
42. Duffy, *Siege Warfare*, vol. 1, 2.
45. Baron Christoph Hermann von Manstein, *Memoirs of Russia Historical, Political and Military from the Year MDCCXXVII to MDCCXLII...with a Supplement Containing a Summary Account of the State of the Military, the Marine, the Commerce, &c. of that Great Empire. Translated from the Original Manuscript*, ed. D. Hume (London, 1770). There were repeated editions of this work, originally written in French, in English, French, German, and Russian. However, it should be pointed out that although written shortly after the events described, it was published only after war between the Ottoman and Russian Empires broke out again in 1768, when there was great international interest in the course of previous military action on this front.
46. Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi (henceforth BOA), Plan ve Proje, 857.
47. Uzuşarşılı, *Osmanslı tarihi*, vol. 4, pt. 1, contains illustrations of a few fortresses as they were in the eighteenth century; fig. 6 shows the Özi trace under discussion here.
49. E.g., the sack of Sinop in 1616: see Ostapchuk, “Human Landscape,” 44–46.
51. BOA, Maliye Defterleri (henceforth MAD) 3992.131–34.
52. The žira (also arsun) measure varied over time and place: it has recently been shown to have been (at least in the Istanbul construction industry) 72.1 cm around 1520, 73.4 cm in the third quarter of the sixteenth century, and 76.4 cm in the third quarter of the eighteenth century; Evliya Çelebi’s arsun (a measure identical with a žira) was 72.9 cm; see Alpay Özerald, “Sinan’s Arsun: A Survey of Ottoman Architectural Metrology,” *Muqarnas* 15 (1998): 101–15. Since we cannot know the precise length of the žira used at Özi, we use the round figure of 73.9 cm.
53. This document has “325” written out in words. However, it is clear from references to the Main Fortress in later documents that “one thousand” (bit) was left out by mistake or by convention. For example, the ditch of the Main Fortress, or the palisade around it, which of course has a greater circumference than the rampart, is variously given as being between 1,410 and 2,500 žira long (MAD 3882.136; MAD 4355.278, 299, 306).
54. MAD 3992.131.
55. Sic: (der sarampav-i qal’-e-i mezbur). Normally, for reasons of security, one would not expect to find barracks within the outworks of a fortress, be it the palisade or the barbican.
56. MAD 3992.160–62. A cebeci (lit. “armorer”) belonged to a corps whose members originally served as auxiliaries assisting the janissaries by maintaining weapons on and off the field of battle, though by the seventeenth century they were also musket-bearing infantry; a serdengedi was a member of special shock troops prepared to carry out suicide missions.
57. MAD 3992.294–98.
58. In the sources, Özi Qal’esi or Qal’-i Özi, or with the plural for fortress Özi Qal’-i-i Özi, which could refer either to the tri-part Main Fortress or to the entire fortress complex, or at least that on the right, Özi bank of the Dnieper mouth.
59. MAD 3992.297.
60. Çirmleri giriş girä’ and beher tâbya 40 girä’; MAD 3992.297. Although in the standard Ottoman dictionaries cirm denotes the volume of a body, in our building registers it is used to denote area. For example, the result of a calculation in MAD 4555.287 for the surface area of proposed ditch revetment—7 girä’ x 5,000 girä’ = 35,000 girä’ (5,000, because both sides of the ditch, each estimated at 2,500 girä’, were to be revetted)—is there labeled as cirm, i.e., area; see main text at n. 82.
61. In these sources sq. girä’ are referred to simply as girä’.
62. MAD 3992.438; this mosque was named for Sultan ’Osman I (r. 1618–22). Evliya Çelebi failed to mention a mosque within Qliburun (Evliya Çelebi, Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, vol. 5, 96–97).
64. MAD 3992.452.
65. MAD 4555.124.
67. MAD 4555.275–78. In referring to points in this and two other q’ı’me/memoranda of the same type, we abbreviate the name of the author and couple this with the number of the point; the second point of Ibrahim Pasha’s memo is IB.2, the fourth in Hasan Pasha’s is HA.4, the third in Isma’il’s IS.3, etc.; for the anonymous treatise the abbreviation AN is used. We have rearranged the order of some of the items listed in Ibrahim Pasha’s and Hasan Pasha’s memorandum to make for easier comparison with those in Isma’il Pasha’s, and with each other. In the case of Isma’il Pasha’s memorandum, additional letters and numerals (Arabic and Roman) are used to refer to marginal and other sections on the same two pages, as labeled in the facsimile: see the introductory note in the Appendix. Because of limited space, we give a full rendering only of the memorandum of Isma’il Pasha, while the memoranda of Ibrahim Pasha and Hasan Pasha are summarized. However, to provide further examples of the makeup of these registers and the possibility of delving more fully into the texts in the relevant pages, we also provide facsimiles of these two reports (figs. 7, 8). Also because of limited space we do not attempt to cover all the repairs performed at Özi as recorded in these building registers; instead we give only a representative sampling.
68. Or perhaps “deep,” if the dimensions of the ditch rather than the mass of earth that filled it is being referred to. In either case this large a figure seems problematic (or is an indication of our unfamiliarity with possible realities in such a fortress). Were the ditch at this point actually so deep, the figure then could refer to both its depth and the height of the pile of infill. One might expect the ditch to be deeper in
the section of the fortress outside the Upper Castle than at other points, as it was furthest from the Dnieper and highest above it (see figs. 3 and 6). Were the ditch relatively level, it would of necessity have been deeper here than in the downhill stretches closer to the Dnieper, and were this a wet ditch, levelness would have been an imperative. Nonetheless, as will become evident below, lesser depths for the ditch are listed for other sections of the Main Fortress, with the apparent average being 7 ğirâ (5.2 m). More “sounding”s in the building registers will reveal what ditch depths were possible and typical. Western sources, according to Duffy, are not forthcoming on the depth of a good ditch. Judging by one vague but typical source that says the ditch should be deeper than a tall man and wider than a high tree (Duffy, Fire and Stone, 59), the ditch at Özı seems to have been considerably deeper than its Western counterparts.


75. Western fortress literature, and the examples that follow, show that checkerboard frameworks were used to hold unstable earth in place—for reinforcing the foundations of ramparts as well as for building them up, for instance. For a contemporary (1746) illustration of a timber framework beneath a rampart, including under the revetment, see Duffy, Fire and Stone, 41.

76. These boats were clearly intended to bring laborers and the tools they were likely to need to help clean the ditch.

77. The participation of the Cossacks—whom historians have construed as usually being the Ottomans’ enemy—in the improvement of their fortress defenses reminds us of the mutabilites and ambiguities of frontier existence. A letter from the governor (vali) of the Özı province to a Cossack leader provides more evidence of such cooperation across this frontier: it asks him to help the vali’s men sent to the Zaporozhia to cut thickets for use in the repairs and construction of bastions at Özı: Oleksander Halenko, “Was the Black Sea ‘Closed’ before Its ‘Opening’ by the Russians?,” unpublished paper delivered at “The Ottomans and the Sea,” a conference held at the Skiller Centre of Ottoman Studies, Cambridge University, March 29–30, 1996.

78. MAD 4355.287. In contrast to the palisade at the Lower Castle, which is specified as being on the outside, the location of this palisade—only referred to as being of the Bastion of Hüseyn Pasha—is not specified; it could either be in front of the ditch or at the parapet on top of the rampart (cf. n. 68, above).

79. This term also referred to wrought iron rods of similar shape: Sönmez, Yapr ve malzeme sözlüğü, 37.

80. Evliya Çelebi did not mention this bath when he visited in 1657, but perhaps it was already ruined and therefore unworthy of notice (Evliya Çelebi, Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, vol. 5, 94–95).

81. On this and other Ottoman officials involved in the management of construction projects, albeit in the context of mosque building, see Hochhut, Nârmosâniye, 18–23.

82. See n. 60, above.

83. Here and also in a marginal section on the previous page it is expressly stated that both the depth and the length are estimates (her vech-i tahmin).
significantly, uses the nautical term alargi, i.e., as being “in the offing” (albeit less than a foot [ayaq]), there is no doubt that this wall is on the exterior (country) rather than interior (ditch) side of the palisade.

95. How stakes might be used to raise the height of the bastions is not entirely clear: perhaps they were needed as scaffolding? Also, as we saw in HA.2 above, timber was used in building up bastions; for references to examples unearthed in Ottoman fortifications in Hungary, see n. 104, below.

96. Given the concern regarding access to drinking water during attack and besiegement, it seems odd to propose that cisterns be located in the ditch, which would be a prime target—and of relatively easy access—for the enemy.

97. I.e., ca. 1560 sq. m per thousand men, or ca. 1.6 sq. m per capita, which would have meant cramped quarters. Without even considering the possible use of bunk beds we note, however, that cramped quarters were the norm in pre-modern barracks, with three men assigned to a bed under the assumption that two of three would be on duty at a time. Nevertheless, 1.6 sq. m per capita is about half the figure provided by Duffy—12 men for a room of 22 x 18 ft (6.7 x 5.5 m)—which amounts to 36.8 sq. m or about 3 sq. m per capita; Duffy, *Fire and Stone*, 80. That such a difference in allotted sleeping space indicates a significant difference in the living conditions of Ottoman and western European fortresses cannot be asserted without more data.

98. MAD 3882.136–57—see the transcription and translation in the Appendix.

99. This presumably refers to the three bastions whose construction was deemed necessary in 1695.

100. Zdenka Veselá, “Tureckij traktat ob osmanskikh krepostjakh nachal’ XVIII v.” in *Vostochnye istochniki po istorii narodov Jugo-Vostochnoj i Central’noj Evropy*, ed. A. S. Tveritinova, 3 vols. (Moscow: Nauka, 1964–74), vol. 2 (1969), 98–139, esp. 102–3, 105. In this publication the report is given in printed Arabic transliteration and Russian translation with a French summary. There are a number of cruxes in the text that cannot be resolved without checking the original (only the first and last pages are given in facsimile). Therefore we provide only a partial rendition of the text relevant here, leaving further analysis for when the original, preserved in the National Library in Cairo, becomes available.

101. *Horásan* (or the adjectival form, *horásán*) refers to rose-colored chalky soil, like that in Eastern Iran, from which brick dust was extracted in place of sand and mixed with lime to make an extremely strong mortar capable of withstanding cannon fire unless from close range: Murphey, *Ottoman Warfare*, 113–14; for further detail on *horásan*, see Sonmez, *Yapı ve malzeme sözlüğü*, 49.

102. MAD 3882.140.

103. Indeed, according to the seventeenth-century dictionary of Meninski, the term *tonaz tamı* denoted gabions (German: *Schantzkorb*, French: *gabion*), whose wickerwork perimeters were reminiscent of pig pens (the reading *tonos tamı*, “vaulted roof” is unlikely because *tonos* is normally written with a *n*, whereas in the document it is with a *k*, indicating *k*): Meninski, *Thesaurus*, 3149–50. Regardless of the correctness of the definition in the Redhouse dictionary for the more modern form, *domuz damı*—“gallery of a mine supported by wooden props; archaic a covered gallery in a fortification”—it does not fit our context: *Redhouse yeni Türkçe-İngilizce sözlük* = *New Redhouse Turkish-English Dictionary* (Istanbul: Redhouse Yayınevi, 1968), 309.


105. Bundles of wood or sticks bound together and used for building ramparts, for topping gabions, or, by besiegers, for filling ditches or marshy ground.

106. And in this one instance the text states that the stone masonry (or, alternatively, beams [*balvan*]) would be used to raise the height, which implies internal rather than external application.

107. If the wording of our sources is to be trusted, the revetments of the ditches of the Özi fortresses were faced with stone (*IB.1, HA.5, IS.5, IS.9*) on some occasions and on others with stone masonry (*HA.1, IS.1, IS.3*); as noted, the sole reference to stone or stone masonry being used for the ramparts is HA.2, which cites stone masonry to be used in building up bastions). However, our sample is too small to allow us to discern whether the more costly stone masonry came to be considered essential because it was more functional than stone in preventing water seepage (or was favored for other reasons) in successive building phases.

108. We have no evidence concerning a ditch for the Fort of Hasan Pasha during this period.


111. Though double or triple palisades filled with earth were common in Ottoman palankas: Ibolya Gerelyes, “Ottoman Architecture in the Town of Gyula,” in Gerelyes and Kovács, *Archaeology of the Ottoman Period in Hungary*, 173–80, esp. 179; also, we mentioned above a palisade wall at Qilburun supported only by earth (*dikme saranpav divärnuñ topraq dolmasu*): see main text at n. 69.

112. 7 or 8 ft. from the floor of the covered way (ignoring the banquette) to the crest, plus up to one foot above the crest: Duffy, *Fire and Stone*, 61.

113. See n. 91, above.


115. Recently we are commencing a historic-archeological project with Drs. Biliaieva, Ersoy, and others, which will include an investigation of the building history of the Ağkerman fortress.
Lit. “paper of communication.” On qāʿime, see n. 71, above.

Normally, for the sake of stability, revetments would be built with a sloping outer face, wider at the bottom: this was known as a batter.

I.e., the Upper (“Old”) Castle (Qalʿe-i ʿAtiq).

While the Turkish word etek, “skirt” (derived from Greek) also denotes the foot or skirt of a mountain (New Redhouse, 351) or the bottom part of a slope (Tietze, Tarihi ve etimolojik lugat, 749), etekiyye is not in any of the standard Ottoman dictionaries. Though it is probably a pseudo-Arabic construction (given the -iyye ending, perhaps aiming at a more abstract or general meaning), here it seems to have the same meaning as etek might in this context.

I.e., the Dnieper River.

I.e., further out from the palisade (see n. 94, above).

Presumably to prevent the earth placed outside the ditch (which then formed part of the glacis) from collapsing back into the ditch.

Possibly stairs or ramps built to allow defenders access to sections of the rampart at different levels (banquette, terre plain), or a sallyport: Duffy, Fire and Stone, 75–76.

During this period there were two Ottoman terms for gabion-like baskets: sepet (lit. “basket”) and toñuz tamı (see n. 103, above). Whether they both denoted the same kind of gabi-